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IMPROVED STANDARDS OF

Modern styling in light

grey with legible black
engraving.

Constructed to with-
stand adverse climatic

conditions.

Ever ready case, includ-

ing leads, prods and
clips.

Improved internal
assemblies.

Re-styled scale plate for

easy rapid reading.

2 basic scales, each
2.S inches in length.

New standards of accur-
acy, using an individual

calibrated scale plate

d c. ranges 2.25% f.s.d.

a.c. ranges 2.75% f.s.d.

Av;

incl

ACCURACY
AND

The Mk. 4 MULTIMINOR is ari£

entirely new version of this famous
Avo instrument and supersedes all

previous models. It is styled on mod-
ern lines, with new high standards of
accuracy, improved internal assem-
blies, and incorporating panclimatic
properties.

The instrument is supplied in an attractive

black carrying case, which also houses a pair

of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,

and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
atfa;tive display carton. Robust real leather

cases are available, if required, in two sizes.

one to take the instrument with leads, clips

and prods, and the other to house the^e and
also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shuci.

ac*«ssanes
cludt .a 25OTV d.c
ujtipiier and 5^^6
id 25A shunts To*

d.c. current measure-
ment. '

»,

MULTIMINOR
»|JX. Current: IOOu.A f.s.d. —A f.s.d. in S ranges
' AC. Voltage: 10V f.s.d. —1,000 f.s.d. in 5 ranges
DiC. Voltage: 2.5V f.s.d. —1,000 f.s.d. in 6 ranges

D.C. Millivolt range: —lOOmV f.s.d.

Resistance: 0-2 MH in 2 ranges using I .SV cell

Sensitivity: l0,OQOQ/V on d.c. Vohage ranges

I .OOOQV; on i.e. Voljage, ranges

t

# For ftill details of this great naw pocket-size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.

^J^yCF) 3L^X> AYOCfcT HOUSE - «-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD - LONDON, S.W.I - Victoria 3'404 im&es) A^f
" Tctoar

*

WWTWI..M L.-lill

f/fegcL TradL* Mark)

SOLDERING

EQUIPMENT
"SABjfllN£;

STILL WELLMN
FRONT

DESIGNED

FOR

ALL RADfO-

ENGINEERS

APPLY CATALOGUES:—

ADC0LA PRODUCTS LTD.

AOCOLA HOUSE,
GAUDEN ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.4.
TELEPHONE: MACAU LAY 4272 & 3101
TELEGRAMS; SOLJOINT. LONDON, S.W.4

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS .. vABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltages onTV^even with
Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's vgonderfuL
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details Conditional free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now £5. 0.0") For
14" to 17" now £5.10.0 i- Single
21" now £8. 0.0J Tubes

ALL C.W.O.—TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers—Reducing to:
1

2''—87'6; 1 4"/

1

7"—97'6

;

2 1 — 1 47'6

FREE Pass, transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R, TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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This steps up your servicing profits!

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIOGRAMS

CAR RADIOS

TAPE RECORDERS

RECORD REPRODUCERS

Over 4,500 Pages of

Circuits, Component
Layout Diagrams,
Quick- Ref Data and
Latest Developments

Over 50 000 sold! Now comes
the greatest edition of ail.

CIRCUITS • DATA SERVICING HINTS

For overO QQQModels

A REAL MONEY-SPINNER VITAL TO THE SHREWD RADIO MAN ^
This New 11th Edition of Newiies famous RADIO & TV SERVICING gives you
all the data you need for repairing sets coming in for attention now, including

B.B.C2 sets, and for servicing all types of ageing sets. To-day there are also more
radios and transistor portables, stereo radiograms, record reproducers, tape

recorders, car radios than ever before—all needing expert service from time to

time. Newnes RADIO & TV SERVICING provides you with data and informa-

tion needed for years to come. Prove this investment now by 7 days' Free Trial.

": FOR EVERY PURCHASER—
2 YEARS' FREE POSTAL
ADVISORY SERVICE

DATA FOR
ALL THESE MAKES

Ace, Ajax, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Armstrong,
Baud, Beethoven, Berec, Braybead, B.R.CX, B.S.R.,
Bush, Capitol, Champion, Channel, Collaro, Cossor,
Cyldon, Datisette, Deeca. Defiant, Dynatron, E.AJL,
tddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan, Elpico, Emerson, E.MI.,
Finisonio, English Electric, Ever Ready, Ferguson,
Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor Co., Garrard, G.B.C.,
G.E.C., Gramdeck, Grundig, H.M.V., Invicta, K-B,
Magnavox, Marconiphone, Masteradio, McCarthy,
McMichael, Motorola, Murphy, Pageant, Pam, Perdio,
Peto Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Portogram,
Pye, Radiomobile, Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D..
Roberts' Radio, Sobell, Sony, Sound, Spencer-West,
Stella, Stereosound, Strad, Ultra, Vidor, Volmar,
Walter. Webcor, Zenith.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

GIVEN WITH EVERY SET

NEWNES TV
ENGINEERS

POCKET BOOK
VALUE (12/d)

An invaluable companion
to your set (or On-the-spot

1

repairs. 272 pages of ref-

erence data on installing,

fault-tracing and repairing,

servicing equipment, etc

EASY NO-INTEREST TERMS IF KEPT AFTER FREE TRIAL

If under 21 your father must fill up coupon.

If married woman your husband must fill it up.

Full Name
(block, letters}

Address -___

To : George Newnes Ltd.

15-17 Long Acre,

London, W.C.2.

(Mr., Mrs,, Miss)

Tick V whtrt eppllcaktt

Tlij address on leflli—

Occupation^

Signature
(Mr., Mrs.,

Hf Property

Rented unfurnished

Pi rents' Hunt

Miss) (RV)40 S41

Furnished Accora.

Please send Newnes
RADIO and TELE-
VISION SERVICING I
in 7 volumes (with free
TV ENGINEERSl
POCKET BOOK)

|
without obligation to 1

purchase. In 8 days I will
|

return them or post only ,
16/- deposit, then 16/- I

monthly lor 20 months, i

paying £16 16s. in all. '

Cash in 8 days £16 16s. I
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.19. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.— 1 p.m. on Wednesdays.
For any information or problems you have, call or phone, we are always pleased to help.

Line output and S/Coil specialists.

EXAMPLE OF UNE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.

ALBA—T3G1. T3Q4, T394, T484. T49S. T504. TE1974, TRD874 at

9309 liewlnd ai

T321, T324, T424, T524, T524FM .
.

at,

T83i, MT341, T3S-J, MT98S, T431, T432, MT441, MT442 ,, at

TS41, TS44, T724FM, T744FM *t
T655, T909.T717 M

BEETHOVEN—B10B B109. B208 M
BUSH—TV32, TY33, TUG34A, 138, TV3B, TTJGS8, TV38/e.

TUGae/e, TV43, TV63. TVoO, TYS7, TUGB8, MOB TUG69,
TYS2, TV63, TVflB, TV87, Rewiwl or Exchange Unit , , a«

TCG08, M69, TUU09, Rewind or Exchange Unit .

.

at

TV80 at

TVB5 at

TV75 Rewind Only
COSSOB—R17A, 930, 931, 933. 984. 934, 937, 938, 9S8A. 939FA
MO. 842, 94'>A, 943, 844, 940 at

945, 94SB, 949 .. at

BECCA—DM1. BM2/C, DM3, DM4, DM4/C, 1>MB, DMT*. DM17,
444. 555, DM55 at

DM35, DM45. DM31/C, DMG21, DM22/0 ,. .. at

Defiant—aii Ri-wn-j. only

DDJATEOK—All early models Rewinds, TV35, TYSO . . at

ekco—Tcaos, Tuaoe, T209/1. Taai. Taai. T231F. T249, TC207.
TC287/1, T283, T2S4, T293, Tf!C318, T826, T397, T330.
T3S0F, T3S1, TGC337 at
TMB272, T344. T344F, T348, T348F, T3S6 . . . . at
TC312, T313, T3I8F T335 at

EMERSON—E700, E701, B704, E70B, Fort O Rama, E707. K709,
E710. E711, These an supplied as an exchange unit ,

.

at

ENGLISH ELECTRIC—AH these components are rewind only,
j^fCoila and line output, although some we can do on exchange
unit b&aia.

FERGUSON—*3T, 454T ,1-

103T, 105T, USX 1S5T, 142T/143T, 146T. MOT. »91T. 9S2T,
B9ST at
WMT, 993T, 996T, B97T. 9S8T at
•VSST, 9S9T at
90K, 201T, 205T, 206T, 3MT 233T. 23BT. 244T, 248T at
305T, 307T, 315T. 317T M
400T\ 46ST.410T, 430T. 438T, 406T, 407T ".", " at
500 Series 604T at

FEBRANTI—14T2, 14T3 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F. 14T3 14T0,
17K3. HK3F, 17T3. 17T3K, 17K4. 17K4F. 17K5, 178K4.
178K.4F, 17K6. 178X8 17SK8, 17T4, 17T4P 17T5. 17TiJ,

flMM are supplied as inserta only .

.

. , .

.

. . at
20T4D, 'JIKS, 21K6V 22K3. 24K.4, These are rewind* or
,-'. .'hunze unit*.

T 1001, T 1002, T100B/1, T 1004, T1005. T1011 .. .. at
T1012, T1023. TI02J, T1*JT at

G.E.C.—BT1251 , BT1252, BTlfflSSA. HTI740, BT1748, BTSMO,
BT2745 BT2745H. BT2747, BT474S, BTB248, BT3347
BTS348. BT5043, BT5U43R, BT824S. BT824G BT8H10. All

tbese are supplied on Elchant'r Tnlt oasis
. . . . at

HT8742. BT110U. BT13M. Br21»4, BT*il88, BT8146, BVaM M
H.M.V.—1824, 18-24A, 1«4B, lata 1820, IBMA, 182T 1827A,

1829 1829A al

1840.1841.1842,1843,1844,1846,1848 1847,1848 ., at

1805,1889 at
1970.1871,1872,1873,1874.1873,1816 at

IKV1CTA—T11S. T119. T120 u(

T122, T120 at

T123, T124, T12S, T133, T134 nt
237, 2376 P, 437 .. at
537,588,039 .. ., at
With TNVIOTA, PAM or l*TE sparm please state serial

timber ap.il maker's part nuniher.
K0LSTER BRANDES—All types available, tome aS these are

rewinds.
FVP20, PVPSO. lloval Star ill

VVIOK, (JD20, QC30 ot
J'V41i at
QVP20, QVPSO ., ., .. at

HV100. PV'JOO'l ai

MARCONI—All type* available, some are rewinds.
•8 series, V'f(*-?>41"iA mi.-;: .. .. ,. ., at

VT133.VTl50.VTl.-ii; at

VT157, VTlflS, Vl'lott. VT1SD at

49/7
itt-
44/9
Gi/e
70/10
57/9

57/9

70/-
70.-

126/-
103/9

63,'-

iM-

7K/e
74/8

B£/8
98/-
78/9

62/B

9Si'5

68/9
88/9
62/8
MM
ei/6
87/9
91/5
91/5

52/6
06,1-

80/-
09/9

07/0
87/8
87/0
91 1 ft

87/ 9
01/9
B4/U
1(0.'-

01/5

108/9
97/3

102/-
104/3
121/0

07/0

91,'S

MA3TEHAD10— All tyiwa cjiu be rewound, some can be suppled
on oar Ifxchaiurc Uidt pliuu

MeMlCHAEL—M14T, M17T M17UJ at

M-J IT. M-J IT I.'. .
\i ' :v.::. H ! C. M72T, M77HFC .

.

at

All typuii available, earlier Models, Hewlnd or Exchange CBBlla

MURPHY—240--J0W at

V270, V2S0 at

V3 •<. y.VM, VM50, V470 to Vo40 tiRuuslre ., .. at

V4I0, V4-J0 at

All spares available. Prices on rcnuest 8.A.F..

PAM—90«, 909 . Sieu, 953. 958 at

:m. 7111, 785C at

SOI J0IA 301F, 517, 517 A. 517C. 517F. 521 531CA. S41CT
321 F, 5IHU'

- at
Wlh 1SVICTA, PAM or PYE sparea please stale serial

number Bad ioaker's part omtiOer.

PETO SCOTT—IMA, TR16. 17RA, TV141B, T1418, T1419.
I"V 1 7 1 !•. T \ 17 JO. These are supplied as inserts only al

PHILCQ— 10OO. 1010 at.

I. I'

1021.1023 at
IBOfl, 1S10 ai

J900.1061, IflfW 2180,21iil , .. at

J082M. 1907, 19II7M at

Ad Phllco spares are available, some betas exchange nnitSi

foma are rewind"* (alder njodebi. Please send 8.A . K . for quota-
tion oil any Hot listed.

PILOT—t'V7-l. TV76, CV77, CV84. 1V84, CV84/12, TV82/12,
Dl)Ca7, CV87, TV87. DDC87rl2, CV87.12. TV87'12. These
;.re *upplie<l as inserts orilv ,. .

.

,

,

. . .

.

at

TVB4, DDO07, I
,

\'97. These are supphed as insetts only at
llllf. Ill, 117, TV107 at
All otUer types available, prices on request.

PORTADTfNE—Ail types are rewind only at

PTE—V14, VI IC. V4. VT4, V7. VT7 ,

.

.

.

. , at

Lai'iry ]7 series ., ,. .. .. ., .. at

I7TCDU it>17 CS17C, CA17F. CS17CF, CTM17F, CTM17S.
CTM17T. CW17. CWI7C, CW17CF. GW17P ., .. at

ra ''tt-wca. i;wi7s at

C?TM218, C»*Wai8, UTLS8F al

tTSl'-'l, CTM21CD. CTM21F. VT21 VT21CD ., .. at

TOO, V3BM.B IM

Vllo. PY110. V300S, V300F VS108, V310F, V110. V210LB,
Vfji, V230. V410, V430, V010, V720 V60OA .. ., at
V700 P' Mo. 782740 al

,:;74orV70fl P/\o. 782043 .. .. at

T70OA P/So. J82740 ' .„ at
V7001.BA P'No. 710374 al
VH30A. V880LBA. V710A at
1T1 at

WHOA V700W. 7101>. 830D. Model 1. Model % Model 11,

Model IE at

OttMl I've spares i|uotattoo i>n reqacst. 8.A.K. f'eaee- \Vhen
onlartaii Pje spares please state model So. and serial So.
alao *taie li pjtokkl or wired elreuli.

RAYHOIJD—All S/eolto and llni. outputs are rewind wily.

REGENTONE—All earlv models rewind or nTiltiall|i1 unit,
'1 14 l-'-i; .-hi i-evlitil at 70/-1 at
Hj.-l utiu 1017 MU|.ijilie<l it& insert .. ., ., ., at

ROD—l'EKI'17'niK. .T
1

!' 111 ;

:-J1 rewind 'inlv.

710,011 010 ., ., al

BOBELL—Tan '134V at
'1-21, T21C T21LC, T22 ,. ., at

TPrtl4". T17S , .. at

T171 T171C.T172 at
TI8L, flCM. SCM, BOB70. SC'370 ,. al

ULTRA—VS1J. Vlili, VB17, V915. V017. These are exchange
nulls . , , , . . . . , , , . , , .

.

at
I I-,:, VP14-03, V15.1JO, V1750, VR1752, V1753 V1760.
VU17I52 at
WKI7I12. V1783. VI 704, V2L50. V21./0U ., .. at
\ i;.7ii. VI7-71. V17-72. VI7-74, V17-75 ,%t

VIT-Kn, VI7.81, VI7-12. V17-83 at
VW-80, VI-J-S4 V 19-85 at

V23-84 at
.Mi MbsBI can be supplied 011 tlie above L'ltra ranife.

81/-
87/fl

82/-
37/6

57/9
83/9

38/6

91/0
B2/0
91/5
72/3
47/8
85/8

M/-
44/-

63/11

70/-

52/8
66/-

86/-
67/8
B7/8
7S/6
57/9

78/8
42/9
Bl/8
42/e
Off
50/9
42/B

j9/9

114/-

81/-
87/9
87/8
Bi/-

D7/B

63/6
80/9
601-
52/6
81,

3

70/-

This list of line outputs is the most comprehensive and up-to-date list vet published by anyone, if you do not see what you
require, we may still hold this in our stocks, or if not we can rewind it for you . Send S.A.E. all enquiries, and remember . .

.

AIL goods if in stock will be despatched the same day,

THE ABOVE LISTED ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW & SUBJECT TO 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE

OUR STREAMLINED RE-WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS
Send S.A.E. for free list af valves, and quality re-built CRT's at bargain price-

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on alt L.O.P.T.S. and S/Coils, 3'-, C.O.D., S'-.
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vou 14, No, 165, june, 1964 f The Mirage

s— ' i 4 psss s^r-jS^dTicor*"sasss
= J. pundits, both lay and learned, from industry, press and

broadcasting, have been confidently predicting the arrival of
colour TV on so many occasions that when it does materialise
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nobody will really believe it has happened!
This elusive corner must surely be one of the most stubborn

to negotiate in history. Colour TV was once a matter of technical
obstacles and economic difficulties. Now it has got itself bogged
down in international conferences.
But now at last we know where we stand, as a result of the

recent announcement by the Postmaster General. There will be
no colour TV until at least 1967. Typically when we do get a
decision it is a negative one! The evasive corner, having come
tantalisingly close, is receding again like a mirage.
The series of talks, discussions, conferences and demonstra-

tions staged last year and attended by representatives of the
European Broadcasting Union was a sincere and earnest attempt
to settle on a common standard for Europe. All aspects were
probed—transmission, reception, the studio—with the whole-
hearted co-operation of the broadcasting authorities and. the
TV industry.

It soon became clear that the three main contenders for a
European colour TV system (NTSC, PAL, SECAM) all had
points in their favour. None of these three systems (or rather,
one parent system and two variants) could ]be an automatic
choice. And so the delegates found it impossible to come down
firmly for one particular system. Possibly the issue was compli-
cated by matters of national prestige in considering the two
variants of the NTSC system, Britain, supported by Holland,
favoured NTSC.
And now we must wait until 1965 for the next international

conference, at which a decision will again be attempted. However,
there is no guarantee that a decision [will (be made; nor, say some
cynics, that by then there will not be even more alternative
systems to consider, put up by other member nations!
To guard against such a contingency, the PostEnaster General

has declared that should this conference again produce no
decision, Britain will "go it alone" on a system of its own
choosing. It would take at least two years for such a system to
become fully operational.
New problems spring readily to mind. The cost of colour sets

will, at least for some time, be extremely high and even rental
may be prohibitive to a large section of the public. Again, in
1967, "vintage" u.h.f. viewers in the London area will have sets
only three years old; others, particularly in the other areas, will
have sets very much newer.
How, then, can these viewers be expected to buy (or even rent)

colour sets? And will the announcement, next year, retard the
sales of new dual standard sets? Sales may well suffer while
viewers "wait and see" before replacing their old sets.

We have an uncomfortable feeling that with the famous comer
almost turned, we may have reached it too early—or too lateE

illllllllililllllllllinnilltmiilimillNlllllillllllMIMIIIIJtlilHiMllllllllllllttlllimilillllllilMIMHIIfilllliil

Our next issue dated July will be published on June 19th.
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TELE TO PICS
More C.C.TV Traffic Control Installations
rFHE knowledge that closed cir-

cuit television cameras were
relaying live pictures of every

vehicle on a motorway to a police

observation post, would have a
" sobering " effect on motorists;

this may be assumed. A more
immediately obvious advantage of

such surveillance is, of course,

that the cause of any interruption

in the steady flow of traffic—such

as an accident—is seen the instant

it occurs on a television monitor

when appropriate action can be

taken quickly.

This then was the reasoning

behind an experiment in tele-

vision-assisted traffic control

carried out recently by the Home
Office Police Research and
Planning Branch. The experiment
involved an installation of four

cctv cameras mounted at vantage

points above a selected two-mile

stretch of the M6 and equipment

to relay the televised pictures to

monitors in the control room of

the Knutsford (Cheshire) Service

Area Police Post. For the test

installation—which was supplied

In its weatlierproo
t

red housing, a TV
camera scans part of the M6 motor-

way.

Triple-Standard Operation for Studio I

OTUDIO 1, the Television Centre's largest, which was recently

^ brought into service for the first time, is the BBC's fifth major

production studio and as such has had incorporated in its design

many features which experience with other studios at the Centre

showed to be desirable. Although its basic planning is similar to other

modern television studios, Studio 1 is unique for its facility of opera-

tion on 405-, 625- or 525-line standards.

The studio's equipment includes six 4|in. image orthicon cameras,

manufactured by E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. A complex arrangement of

hoists situated at various levels above the studio floor carries a multi-

tude of lights and scenery.

by Rank Telecommunications

—

the cameras were fixed-position

types but with extensive use of

remote-controlled types with pan
and tilt and zoom faciliues, it is

foreseen that a whole motorway,
such as the M6, could be

scanned in ten minutes or less.

Such an installation would
naturally effect considerable

saving in time, money and man-
power.

In a very different en-
vironment, yet relying on the

same principles is a c.c.tv

installation—this time manufac-
tured by E.M.I. Electronics Ltd.
—observing traffic conditions in

and on the approach roads to the

Mersey Tunnel. This closed cir-

cuit system was not installed on
the same experimental basis how-
ever, but as an essential aid to the

Tunnel police who face the prob-

lem of ever-increasing traffic using

the Tunnel.

E.M.I, type 6 minicameras are

used in the system and a number
of these are sited unobtrusively
inside the tunnel while others,

mounted in special housings
and remotely-controlled, view
approaching and departing traffic

at the Tunnel entrances. Pictures

from all these cameras are relayed

to a battery of receivers in the

traffic inspector's office at one end
of the Tunnel.

Production Control Room,
Sound Control Room and Vision
and Lighting Control Room are

all situated at a first-floor level in

the studio, overlooking its 100ft.

by 108ft. area through plate-glass

windows.

Available among the studio's

electrical outlets are supplies at

both 50 or 60c /s to suit the 50
fields/sec of the British standard
or the 60 fields /sec of the

American 525-line standard res-

pectively.

NEW CHANNEL 6 STATION WILL IMPROVE
ITA COVERAGE

V'lEWERS in an area between the London, Lichfield and Mendle-
sham ITA stations where poor reception of the Authority's

programmes occurs, will eventually be served by a new station to be
built at Sandy Heath in Bedfordshire. From this station, ITA
programmes will be transmitted in channel 6.

Contractors for the aerial, mast and feeder system are E.M.I.

Electronics Ltd., who in designing the mast have had to provide for

the future requirements of u.h.f. aerials for both the ITA and BBC.
The 750ft. triangular lattice-type mast will be erected by British

Insulated Calender's Construction Co. Ltd.
Completion date for the contract is the Summer of 1965 and when

transmissions begin they will be horizontally polarised.
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TWO MORE BBC- 1 STATIONS Trade Test Times
^0 improve reception of BBC-1 programmes in the western half of

Lancashire, which during the summer months is prone to spas-
modic interference from Continental transmissions, the Corporation
has recently begun transmitting programmes from Winter Hill, near
Bolton, on channel 12. The present television station at Winter Hill
is, of course, that of the Independent Television Authority and until
a new, permanent BBC station is completed some time next year at
the same site, temporary equipment will transmit in channel 12 from
the ITA building.
A new station to improve reception was made feasible by the Post-

master-General's approval of the use of unallotted channels in Band
111 lor the transmission of the BBC's first programme service.

ihe service area of the new station includes Blackpool, Preston,
^outhpon and Liverpool. The vision and sound frequencies of
channel 12 are 209-75Mc/s and

^

ALTHOUGH BBC-2 trans-
missions from the Crystal

Palace station are now well estab-
lished, trade test transmissions
are continuing although there
has of course, been a revision of
the schedule. Subject to any
necessary alterations, the new
times are from 1000 to 1200 and
1400 to 1600, Monday to Satur-
day, The material transmitted will
consist of either a test card alone,
or a test card plus a 440c/ s tone
or recorded music.

respectively and
will be vertically

206-25Mc/s
transmissions
polarised.

A second BBC-1 station to be
opened recently is one in the
Shetland Isles, operating in Band
I, on channel 3 (vision 56-75Mc/s,
sound 53-25Mc/s). This is a relay
station receiving BBC television
and v,h.f. radio programmes from
Orkney prior to re-transmission.
Television transmissions are ver-
tically polarised.

This station, which is situated
at Ward of Bressay, near Lerwick,
is bringing these BBC services to
some 17,000 people in the area
for the first time.

Bristol College

Transmits TV
TRANSMITTING equipment

built by Mr. E. H. Davies of
Bristol Technical College, assisted
by some of the students, is

currently being used to broadcast
regularly from the College, every
Wednesday from 2p,m. to 6p.m.
It is eventually hoped to provide
educational TV programmes
catering especially for local needs
and interests, for reception mainly
by schools in the area. Already
television sets belonging to local
schools have been converted to
receive the transmissions which
are on a frequency of 432-3Mc/s
specialty allocated by the Post
Office.

The equipment operates on the
405-line standard, but as more
625-line receivers are introduced
it is intended to convert to the
new standard, A transistorised
camera supplied by E.M.I.
Electronics Ltd. is used to tele-

vise the subjects for transmission.

PREPARING FOR THE THIRD CHANNEL
^HE effect of an unforeseen power failure of a section of London's

mains supply, was to postpone by one day, the opening of the
second BBC television channel. Much more widespread effects how-
ever, have accompanied the advent of BBC-2 itself which have not
been confined to the London area. Reports which continue to
emanate from the BBC and other sources seem to indicate that in
most parts men and machines are being prepared for its riming
although in many regions this will not be for some years.

In the south
s for instance, preparations are in hand for the con-

struction of the first of the " fill-in " stations which will serve the
shadow areas of the Crystal Palace service area. For one of these
stations—Guildford—it has already been announced that Mullaxd
Equipment Ltd. are to supply translator equipment for receiving the

7?
c^2 transrrussions on channel 33 and re-transmitting on channel

46. Ihe receiving aerial for this installation will, of course, be
mounted in an area of adequate field strength and its transmitting
aerial will be positioned to re-radiate the signal over the affected area,
Ibe Guildford station, in common with other fill-in stations, will
operate automatically and require only occasional routine maintenance
News from further afield is that British Relay Ltd are able to

announce that subscribers to their TV relay networks in such places
as Cambridge, Ipswich, Peterborough and Basingstoke, although well
outside the reception area of the

^^
new programme, are already T , . . . - ,

"

viewing BBC-2 via the Company's TeleVISIOII If] MBll
Preparatory activity is not res- A TELEVISION service for

tricted to the south-east however,
"

as throughout the' country Tele-
vision transmitting masts origin-
ally erected by British Insulated
Callender's Construction Co.
Ltd., are to be modified by the
same firm for the time when thev
will have to transmit BBC-2 pn>-
grammes. These modifications
will involve replacing and re-
siting on the masts existing Band
I v.h,f. aerials and installing new
Band IV and V u.h.f. aerials in
the vacant positions. At the
BBC's Rowridge station in the
Isle of Wight, the u.h.f. aerial

the Aden Protectorate is to
begin transmission this year from
a station situated near Steamer
Point in Aden. From this site the
service will extend over a twenty-
mile radius, covering much of the
residential areas nearby.
Pye T.V.T. Ltd. are supplying

the equipment, which includes a
main studio with two 4^in. image-
orthicon cameras and two telecine
channels, together with monitor-
ing and master control units.
Low-power repeater transmitters
will be used to relay * signals
where the hilly : terrain would

which is to be mounted on the otherwise restrict the coverage.
existing 500ft. mast, is already When completed, a microwave
on order from the Marconi link will connect the studio centre
Company, to the transmitter site.
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CRT. Tester and

Rejuvenator
BY R. ABEL

ONE of the most common problems that the

service engineer or hobbyist encounters is

that of the TV set with a low emission

cathode ray tube. The symptoms are that the

picture lacks contrast although fully modulated, has

low brightness, and the frame flyback lines are very

noticeable. Increasing the contrast beyond a

certain point will turn the picture negative and
increasing the brightness causes the picture to go
** fuzzy ".

The reason for this lack of life is simple—the

cathode of the cx.T. will no longer emit suffi-

cient electrons at its normal operating tempera-

ture. This lack of emission can either be due to

the emitting surface of the cathode having become
partially poisoned so that only parts of it are

emitting fully or that this surface has almost disap-

peared, having been worn away by prolonged use.

If the first mentioned is what has happened, then

there is a good possibility of prolonging the life of

the c.r.t. by either permanent or temporary boost-

ing, whilst if the latter has happened a certain

amount of extra life may be obtained by permanent
boosting.

Heater SI
volts A
3

Si
B

12V 15V

20V 24V
gOV 15V

24V 30V
20V 12V

20V 30V
OV 12V

OV 15V

12V 30V
OV 20V
OV 24V
OV 30V

800V
RIV.

| VvVWvV !

£R3 47fll—
I—VAAAAAr-1

31R4 470 O

r-VvWM—

i

^R7 wiknl
Tjv\MAAArJJ[

R4 AID. "°
S2A R8 330kO. ° S2QhWWWWW/r^-o—f—-^W/Wv-—So < o-

1 R5 68Q. R6 47Q , R9 330*0 Grid (red}

S2 Positions

1 Heater
2 Emission
3 ..Boost

Negative line

must not be
earthed

Fig. I— The circuit diagram of the instrument.
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30 2
Heater voltage selector SI

I Output

Overall dimensions
j of case •

8 high x 6* wide x 4 deep

Back cover plate
8° high x 6"wide

Material . ...aluminium

Grommet for 4-way
output cable

Fig. 2—The front panel layout of controls, etc.

and the required voltage is fed to
crocodile clip leads which connect
with the c.r.i. heater and cathode.
The other lead, which goes to the
c.r.t. grid, is either open-circuited
or fed from a 300V positive supply
via either of two resistors (R7, RS
or R9) which are in series with a
meter.

Selection of the open-circuit
position or appropriate resistor' is

made by switch S2B, while selec-

tion of the meter shunt required in
each case is made by S2A.
The 300V supply is derived,

through MR1, Rl and CI, from
the primary side of the heater
transformer.

Testing for Emission

When checking a suspect low
emission c.r.t. the crocodile clip
leads are connected to their appro-
priate base pins, the correct heater
voltage is selected, and .the grid
switch S2 is put to " Emission ".

The grid and cathode of the
c.r.t. then act as a diode in series

with 30kft across a 300V supply. If

the cathode is emitting fully the
forward resistance of the " diode

""

will be low, the current flowing
will be approximately 1mA, and
the meter will be deflected to full

scaW- This current is greater than
the ' normal peak white beam
current, but a good margin on
emission is required if a c.r.t, is to
have a useful life.

A low emission c.r.t. is indicated
by the grid meter failing to reach
anywhere near f.s.d. after running
for some time.

Function of the Tester-Rejuvenator

The tester to be described checks the emission
of a tube when it is suspect, boosts the cathode in an
attempt to get rid of the non-emitting portions, and
then is used again after boosting to check the new
emission. From these operations it is possible to
deduce whether temporary boosting was successful
or that either permanent heater boosting or tube
replacement is desirable. It should, however, be
realised that there is no guarantee of success when
trying to boost a c.r.t,, and there is always the
possibility of finishing it off completely. In most
cases when a c.r.t. is well past its prime it is worth
taking the chance.

Tester Circuitry

1 It can be seen from the circuit diagram (Fig. I)

that the main component is a multi-tap transformer
Tl which is used for supplying the various heater
voltages required for c.r.t, testing. These voltages
are selected by a multi-way switch, SI A and B,

Boosting

If from the previous test it is found that a cr.t.

is low emission, boosting can be attempted.

With the grid switch S2 set to " heater ",
step up the heater volts by one increment of the
selector switch for an hour or two. This will cause
the cathode temperature to increase appreciably and
the emitting surface will undergo a disruption that
might cause some of its non-emitting surface to

regain its powers of emission.

Check afterwards on " emission H with
normal heater volts. If some increase in emission is

noted, repeat the heater volts step up until either
good emission is obtained or no further improve-
ment can be had.

Temporary heater boosting is often sufficient to
rejuvenate a tube, but if this method is unsuccess-
ful, switch the grid selector to " boost " with the
heater volts stepped up as before. The meter should
deflect to full scale after a while. Once this has
happened leave jhe cj.t, in this condition for tea
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The finished instrument ready for use.

provision for cr.t.s with 2V heaters. This is

because in the author's servicing experience
c.r.t.s of this type are so rarely encountered that

it was considered preferable to have a higher
heater voltage available for boosting emission on
the, line timebase valves and rectifiers.

If required by the individual builder, however,
th*e heater switching can be rearranged to

eliminate the 30V tap and substitute a 2V tap by
means of a series 0-712 resistor from the 3V
winding.

The author used a 0-5mA f.s.d. meter in the

original tester, but any meter of f.s.d. up to 1mA
can be used. If the meter resistance is known then

the values of required shunts for the boost and test

emission conditions can be calculated.

With a meter of unknown resistance the best

method to find shunt values is to use a 200fl

variable resistor in parallel with the meter, adjust-

ing this resistor so that meter just deflects fully

when the grid and cathode leads of the tester are

shorted together. Fixed resistors equivalent to the

values found in this wav can then be substituted.

minutes and then check on " test

emission" at normal heater volts.

This type of boosting strips the

top layer of the cathode
emitting surface and exposes an
impoisoned layer below if

sufficient cathode exists. As
before, if some but not enough
improvement is found, repeat the

treatment until sufficient emission
is obtained. Sometimes increas-

ing the heater voltage by more
than one increment of the switch
can prove effective, but perman-
ent damage to the, heater-cathode
insulation may result.

Construction

As the circuit is simple and
the component layout is in no
way critical, any chassis or box
convenient to the individual

builder can be used. It should

be noted however that the li.t.

supply is of an " a.c.—d.c."

type, and so the three output

leads to the c.r.t. should not in

any circumstances be connected

to the case of the tester, nor
should they be earthed.

Some guidance for the intend-

ing constructor is given in Fig.

2 and Fig, 3 which show the

front panel and the interior

arrangement of the author's unit.

An insulated crocodile clip is

fitted to the end of each of the

four output leads and so enables
connection to be made easily to

the cr.t. pins.

It can be seen that there is no Fig. 3—The internal layout of components.
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Getting the Best

from TV SOUND
BY K. V. R. BOWERMAN

TELEVISION sound, as broadcast, is of
excellent quality. Unfortunately, by the
time it has been mangled by the average

television set, it comes out at pretty low-" fi ",

Problem: how to capture the good quality before
it gets mangled? This problem appears, on the
surface, to be easily solved. All you have to do
is tap off the signal at the sound detector stage

and feed it via screened cable to the high
impedance socket of your tape recorder or hi-fi

pre-amplifier.

But it is not so easy as that. Suppose we use

Chassis (connected to one side of mains)

the TV receiver volume control as our take-off

point, see Fig. la. The screened side of the cable
has to connect to the earthy end of the volume
control. However, this is connected to the chassis
of the receiver—and the vast majority of TV sets,

using a.c./d.c. technique, have their chassis con-
nected to one side of the mains. You then have
the highly dangerous situation where the screen
of the signal cable is connected directly to one
side of the mains. This method of connection can
obviously be ruled out.
Well then, how about using isolating capacitors

in each lead? (See Fig. lb.) If you've ever tried

this, you will know that it is seldom satisfactory
unless the signal leads between the TV and ampli-
fier are impossibly short. Even then, there are
hum troubles.

A1
.] right, what about using an isolating mains

transformer?

Are you kidding? Do you know how much they
cost?

In any case, this method can also prove unsatis-
factory. You are liable to get line whistle and
frame buzz breaking through, and no amount of
fiddling, it seems, will cure it.

Build a Tuner

No, you must resign yourself to the fact that
if you want to feed an interference-free TV sound
signal of high quality into a hi-fi system, you must

HH

Fig. la (left)—Typical volume control circuitry in a
receiver (take-off points marked *V).

Fig. lb (above)—Fitting isolating capacitors.

build yourself a tuner. You needn't shy away.
The tuner described in this article is easy to
build, align and work, and it is quite inexpensive.

First of all, obtain from one of the advertisers
in this magazine a turret tuner for Band I and
Band III, fitted with biscuits for your local
channels (e.g. Channel I and Channel 9 for
London).

(These tuners are being sold at ridiculous prices—mainly because of the introduction of BBC-2.
One firm, at the time of writing, offers such a
tuner complete with valves and biscuits at 8/6!)
Next devise a simple i.f. amplifier and detector

circuit (Fig. 2), using 38Mc/s i.f. transformers
(either salvaged from old TV sets or can be
obtained from Radio C'earance Ltd, Tottenham
Caurt Road, or other suppliers).

Now couple the turret to the input of the i.f.

amplifier strip, and the output from the detector
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to your a.f. amplifier. A simple power supply
unit is required. For series-connected heaters use
the arrangement shown in Fig. 3a, for parallel

heaters use the arrangement shown in Fig. 3b.
The transformer for the power supply for series-

connected heaters has an output of 17 volts to
cope with the series toral of heater volts on the
PCC84 and PCF80.

Notes on Construct /on

The turret tuner can conveniently be mounted
on a front panel cut from a piece of 5-ply. The
normal method of fixing is by means of special
screws which engage with three nylon bushes on
the front of the tuner. If you can't get the special

screws, wood screws of about No, 8 size will do
a satisfactory job. Some other tuners are provided
with brackets and self-tapping screws. And if all

else fails, you can always use your ingenuity!

The 5-ply front panel (suggested layout in Fig. 4)

on IFT3, IFT2 and IFT1 in that order, for maxi-
mum sound.
Now remove the signal generator and connect

an aerial to the. turret tuner. Set the fine tuner
to the mid position, then adjust the oscillator core
(usually accessible from a hole drilled for the
purpose behind the fine tuner knob) for maximum
sound and minimum " vision-on-sound ". Vision-
on-sound is an unmistakable raucous buzz.
Now switch to the Band III station and repeat

the oscillator core, adjustment.
That's all there is to it! You will be pleasantly

surprised at the excellent quality sound obtain-
able.

Alternative Alignment Method

If you cannot lay hands on a signal generator
but live in a fairly strong signal area, you may
be able to align the equipment on signal.

Heater* connections

Fig. 2—The circuit of a simple i.f. amplifier and detector devised by the author.

can be secured to a baseboard of the same
material by shelf brackeLs. The i.f. chassis can
then be secured to the baseboard. The whole
assembly may be shelf mounted or built into a

box, according to taste. A chassis of about 8in.

x 6in. x Hin. (or even smaller) will accommodate
the i.f, strip and power supply.

Alignment with Signal Generator

After testing for shorts on the h.t. line and for

continuity in the heater line, switch on the tuner
unit and a.f. amplifier and allow both to warm
up thoroughly.

Next, connect a signal generator via a 1.000
pF capacitor to the test point on the turret tuner
and set the generator to 38Mc/s with modulation
on. Switch turret to Band I station.

With an insulated trimming tool, which can be
made by filing the end of a No. 9 knitting needle
to screwdriver shape, adjust each of the two cores

COMPONENTS LIST FOR I.F. AMPLIFIER
AND DETECTOR (Fig. 2)

Resistors:
Rl lOOfl R4 S-6kO
R2 5 6k CI R6 270kQ
R3 isoa

Capacitors:
CI lOOpF C5
C2 1 ,000pF C6
C3 1 ,000pF C7
C4 1 ,000pF

IFTI, 2 Double tuned i.f.

(Radio Clearance).

Dl OA8I Crystal Diode.

vi pcrao }
(ln turret tuner) -

V3, 4 EF80
Turret tuner with VI, V2. (Radio Clearance, Arion
Television, Clyne Radio, Lasky's Radio etc.).

I.OOOpF
250P F
0-01 xF

transformer 38 Mc/s
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HX+

Fig. 3a—Power supply for turret tuners having series heaters.

JPV1 |pV2 JPV3^V4. J^'
(b)

Fig . 3b—Circuit arrangements for turrets with parallel heaters.

Connect the aerial, set the
channel switch to your local Band
I channel, and set the fme tuner
to mid position. Switch on tuner
and i.f. amplifier and allow to
warm up.
Unscrew the cores of IFT3

and IFT2. Using an insulated
trimming tool (see above), screw
in each core by a quarter turn.
Do this repeatedly in quarter-
turn steps until a signal is heard,
then adjust the cores of IFT3,
IFT2 and IFT1, in that order,
until maximum sound is obtained.

Adjust the oscillator cores on
the turret as described above
(signal generator method). Note
that if, on the initial adjustment
of IFT3 and IFT2 cores, no
signal is obtained after the cores
have been screwed in by about
five turns each, unscrew them
and try again after altering the
fine tuner by a quarter turn. At
some point in the rotation of the
fine tuner a signal should be
found. If not, the turret

oscillator is too far out of adjust-
ment. In this case, you'll have
to borrow a signal generator, and
use the alignment method
described for that.

Rl

R2
R3
CI
C2
Tl

COMPONENTS LIST FOR POWER SUPPLY
UNIT (Fig. 3a and 3b)

I00Q 2W
IkQSW
2211 5W (Fig. 3a only)

32^p}dual electrolytic 27SV

Mains transformer. Secondaries; 250V 25mA;
f 6-3V ISA (Fig. 3a) or 17V, I -5A (Fig. 3b)
Nl Neon indicator

SI D.P.S.T. switch

Output
Neon coaxial

indicator socket

Shelf
bracket

Fig. 4—A suitable panel design for the unit.

Tuner Connections
There are minor variations in these connections

on tuners of different makes. But generally a tag

board is provided on the tuner and the various
connections can usually be traced out quite

easily. A commonly used colour coding is as

follows:

RED: H.T. +
BROWN and GREY, or GREEN and PURPLE:

Heaters.
BLACK : H.T.—and Chassis. COAXIAL : I.F.

Output,
WHITE: " Contrast " connection. COAXIAL:

AE input Yellow or Green: Sometimes used for

a^g.c, connection. But this is by no means
universal. If you have no data about the particular
tuner in use it is much safer to trace out each
lead.

Some tuners have the " contrast " connection
taken via a switch coupled to the channel selector

shaft to two potentiometers mounted near the
coaxial sockets for Band I and Band III aerials.

These potentiometers then form sensitivity con-
trols—one for each channel.

For the unit described in this article you may
safely connect both " contrast " and " a.g.c." leads
to chassis.

The " contrast " lead usually connects, via a
resistance of 100O and possibly a choke as well,
to pin 8 of the PCC84 valve. The " a.g.c." lead
usually connects via a resistance of lOkO or so,

to pin 6 of the PCC84, Heater connections find
their way to pins 4 and 5 of both valves, H.T.
finds its way via various resistors, capacitors or
coils to oin 3 of the PCC84 and pins 6 and 3

of the PCF80. m
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Set Conversion for

Continental Reception

Adapting Bush TV53, 62, 63
and 66 receivers to the
625 -line, Band I trans-
missions of Europe

BY C. RAFAREL

THE choice of this particular range of receivers

for Continental DX/TV reception is based

on the following considerations:

(1) The receiver has an incremental type tuner

which tunes continuously through Bands I and III

and therefore permits accurate tuning of Continen-
tal channels which lie between the English channel
frequencies.

(2) There are three vision Li stages, giving high
tensitivity.

(3) The line oscillator and output stage will give

(with minor modifications) reasonable scan width
at 819 lines.

(4) The "Old Type" 3-SMc/s bandwidth of
these receivers will afford better selectivity for the

rejection of unwanted local transmitters than the

newer 625 line 5-5—6-OMc/s bandwidth receiver

now available here.

(5) The conversion is reasonably simple to carry

out, and the receiver design allows us to make

certain other modifications that will improve-

performance for DX work and make it mo-c
versatile.

Conversion for Negative 625-line Reception

The following basic requirements must be

fulfilled:

(1) The inversion of die video detector EB91,
V6 (Receiver Deck).

(2) The adjustment of the bias on the video

amplifier, PCF80, V7 (Receiver Deck). A reduc lion

in bias is required.
It will be seen from Fig. 1 thai the inversion of

the video detector is obtained by using the section

of EB91 (V6B) that was originally used as a vision

interference limiter. As an alternative inverted

diode this is achieved by means of the switch SWl.
This will deprive us of the use of the EB91 js a

vision limiter on positive images, but if this is

required, we can reinstate a vision limiting circuit

by means of a GX34 Crystal Diode and the switch

SW2 (this is an optional modification).

The adjustment of the bias on the video amplifier

valve PCF80 (V7) is achieved by means of SW3
and SW4 switches. SW3 opens the link between
the 33kfl resistor (R33) and Pin 7 (cathode) oi

PCF80 (V7) valve holder. In its original position,

R33, from the h.t. rail, drives the cathode more
positive than would be the case if the 22QP-

resistor R34 alone was employed.

Note: It is important to keep leads from SW1, 2,3 and 4
to associated valve pins as short as possible

Fig, t : Switching system to enable the receiver to operate for positive or negative modulation.

J*
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Fig. 2 1 Common i.f. amplifier. V3t RI6,Rt8 and R20 are

changed to improve gain.

The value of the bias is further reduced by
shunting R34 with a 15011 resistor in parallel, by
means of switch SW4, for negative images.

In practice certain precautions must be taken.

The leads from a Yaxley type 4-pole 2-way switch

(SW1, 2, 3 and 4} must be kept as short as possible.

The switch may be mounted either on top or below
the chassis as near as possible to the EB91 and
PCF80 valveholders. The switch

(pirating knob can be brought
out either through the side of the

;abinct or an extension shaft can

be fitted to locate it at the front

of the cabinet.

We have already described

methods of " setting up " for 625-

line positive /negative and 819-

line positive reception in a recent

DX TV article, and this proce-

dure should be followed when the

;vcr is put into service.

Further Modifications for lmprov~
ing 6251819-line Reception

When modifications (b) and (c) are undertaken*

the associated ii. transformers will require repeak-

ing due to changes in valve interelectxode capacities,

it is recommended therefore that these modifica-

tions are not embarked upon unless the " line up "

proceedure is fully appreciated.

Improved Performance at Sl9-lines

Substitute a suitable silicon rectifier in place of

the two existing PY82 rectifier valves (V8, V9 on
maindeck), fit a 25ft surge limiting resistor in series

with it, disconnect the existing anode and cathode

leads to the PY82 valves bur retain heaters in circuit

as " dropper " resistance. This will increase the

h.t, rail voltage from approx. 190V to approx. 225V
and will improve overall gain and scan width on

819 lines,

A further width increase can be obtained in the

TV 53, 62 and 63 type receivers by changing C28
(Main Deck) on the line output transformer from
175pF to 140pF (use 8kV working ceramic type)

—see Fig. 3.

These receivers will normally run at 819 linen

without modification »to the line oscillator stag* |

other than slight adjustment to the preset line

drive capacitor TC2 (located on panel below
chassis). It may, however, in some cases be
necessary to increase R32 (usually 390kfi or 270kf!)

to 500kfl approx. R32 is in series with the line

speed control.

Due to inherent characteristics of the line output

Fig. 4: Pin 10

voltage is made
variable by V/t,

(1) .Increased Gain.
f 3; C28 j$

(a) Change the PCC84 (VI) in changed in the

the tuner unit to 30L15 (insta- j i0 _ t . circuit,

bilitv may result on channel Bl
but " this is of little importance as Continental

stations do not use this channel).

(b) Change EF80 (V3) to EF183 and suitably

adjust operating voltages as follows:

Change R18 (22011) to 33ft (Cathode bias

resistor).

Change R16 (470fl) to 33kfl (Screen feed

resistor).

Change R20 (5-6kfl to 3-3kfl (Anode feed

resistor).

(c) Change EF80 (V4) to EF184. No voltage

modification required.

Change EF80 (V3) to EF184. Ho voltage modi-
fication required.

Fig. 5: CB is changed in

value to improve frame
hold.

transformer, which works on third v harmonic

resonance at 405 lines, there will be some reduction

in e.h.t. and consequently in picture brilliancy at

819 lines; this may be alleviated by two further

modifications

:

(1) Increase the EY51/EY86 heater winding on
the line output transformer by adding two addi-

tional turns. This is relatively simple as the winding

is of thick wire, but care should be taken to ensure

good high voltage insulation. It should also be

noted that the EY51/EY86 valve heater will tend

to overrun at 405 lines and ageing valves may be
expendable.

(2) Arrange variable adjustment of the voltage on
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Changes in the sound take-off wiring to accept
the output of a second tuner—see text.

Proposed position of CCIR/+W switch

to 0-1,«F,—Fig. 5.

(3) The following modification has been found
particularly useful for two reasons.

At present the anode of the frame oscillator valve
V3A PCL83 (Main Deck) is fed via R19 (JMfl)
from the boost-rail, the voltage .of which depends
on c.r.t. brilliance and current drawn by tube.
When a fast-fading sporadic-E signal is being
received, this change causes frame-roll; similarly
any change in line speed from 405-625 to 819 lines

will cause a change in e.h.t. on the tube as noted
above, and this will require resetting the frame
hold each time the line speed is altered.

If, however, we feed the anode of V3A from the
main h.t. rail via a 330kfl resistor, instead of from
the boost rail via the existing RI9, we shall have
sufficient height and the above difficulties will be
overcome.
A common fault after conversion is that when

the receiver is switched for CCIR reception and
ihc contrast considerably reduced by means of the
contrast control, a flutter in brilliancy on the screen
both " on " and " off " picture occurs. This may

Local/Distant
plug extension shaft

PCF80 EB91

EFSO

(v7) (vs) L25 (ys)

D £\Bracket
r"~a fixinn
^-3 htilf«i

©E3©
PCC84 PCF80

UC1
east

mo L33

EFSO
EFSofw)

L30

Socket for plug from Receiver unit

OECC83
V2A/B

Line
output
transf'm'

x:
EY86

3

V

r
CCIR/+ve
-ve/ image
switch

V
Channel
setector
mechanism

Locator

-Front of cabinet

Frame
>form r~NpCL83
'TCI l^V3A/B

Main
smoothing
capacitor

Frame output
transformer

PYS2 PLB1 PY81
MAIN DECK

OECC82
V4A/B OPCL83

V1A/B

Fig. 7: Layouts showing
location of valves and

i.f.t.'s.

pin 10 of the cr.t. Insert a variable resistor not less
than 2M.fl between the boost-rail and chassis of
feed-tag 10 on the cj.t. from the slider. A slight
reduction in voltage here will improve picture
contrast at the reduced e.h.t. (Fig. 4).

Frame Hold
Frame hold may prove somewhat critical on

weak DX signals but this can be improved as
follows

:

(1) By fitting a vernier frame-hold control in the
form of a 50kQ variable resistor in series with the
existing 2MX1 VR2 (Main Deck) and using the
original VR2 as a coarse pre-set control.

(2) By increasing C8 (Main Deck) from 000 1 juF

be overcome by increasing
the decoupling of the AGC
Line by means of a 1-0/^F
capacitor between the junc-
tion of R54 (47kfi) and the
local/distant plug socket to

chassis.

Due to differences in
sound vision carrier spacing,
a British system receiver
cannot be used for simulta-
neous reception of picture
and sound from an RTF
French TV station. The

problem is, however, capable of a fairly simple
solution with this range of receivers. (Note : this
is applicable to a.m. sound channels only.)
From the circuit diagram it will be seen that the

sound take-off i.f. transformer LI 9, 20 and 21
(Receiver Deck) has in fact a low impedance
primary winding L19. This is disconnected from
the bottom end of LI 7 and the anode feed resistor
R20. R20, with C23 is then reconnected directly to
the bottom end of LI 7 to restore the h.t. feed
to V3.
We now have a low impedence input available to

the i.f. section in form of the low impedence coup-

—continued on page 416
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STOCK FAULTS
PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS

CONTINUED FROM PACE
367 OF THE MAY ISSUE

THE i.f. stage is the heart of a superhet receiver,

It should also be the stage which gives least

trouble. The reason is inherent in superhet
design: by arranging an exact difference between
oscillator and incoming signal, the frequency
handled by the i.f. stages is constant. The designer
can concentrate on preserving bandwidth and
controlling gain. There are less variables to bother
him—and us.

In practice it is the very attribute of exact tuning
that proves the greatest bugbear. There is a

regrettable tendency to twiddle the cores of the i.f.

tuning coils when the gain of a set is low. Very
often the cores thus maladjusted appear to make no
direct difference to picture or sound and may be
returned to a position not quite the original setting.

The cumulative effect of several of these maladjust-
ments is either sound-on-vision, vision-on-sound or
a general deterioration that seems to defy an exact

diagnosis. Putting this condition to rights can be
the very devil without comprehensive workshop
equipment.

Although alignment does not come within the
scope of the present series of articles—and has
been discussed at length in recent articles in these

pages and in Practical Wireless— it is impossible
io discuss stock faults peculiar to i.f. amplifiers with-
out regarding some of the practical points about
tuned circuits, their testing and adjustment.
The tuning coils and transformers found in and

around the i.f, stages of a television receiver can be
confusing if no circuit or layout diagram is avail-

able. As intimated above, they are not always
direct coupling between amplifiers. There are

sound-traps, rejectors, take-off coils and so on, with
adjustment often precise and fault conditions that

can be baffling.

A Typical I.F. Circuit

For the purposes of explanation Fig. 9 shows
what might be termed a " composite " circuit. This
is the common i.f. amplifier VI with vision i.f.

amplifier V2 and sound i.f. amplifier V3. The
valves are conventional pentodes such as the EF80,
Z749. 6F23, etc.

In many receivers the common i.f. stage will be
based on a vari-mu valve such as the EF85 which,

in conjunction with the a.g.c. voltage, provides a

better control of the signal under conditions of

PART 2

THE IF. AMPLIFIER

varying input. Later sets employ frame grid valves

such as the EF183 with even better control and a

higher gain. We are only concerned with the

design factors here in so far as they affect the faults

we are likely to meet.
In the circuit of Fig. 9 the signal from the

tuner unit at the intermediate frequency that, j-

now standard, i.e. vision 34-65Mc/s, sound
38-15Mc/s, is applied to the tuned circuit LI, CI,
in conjunction with the damping resistor Rl, whose
function is to broaden the bandwidth of the circuit.

One fault that has been met on some receivers,

where the feed to the junction of LI, CI was from
a point at high voltage (such as a tapping on the

anode load coil of the frequency changer), is a loss

of gain due to the failure of CI and a possible

burnout of LI. The presence of Rl maintains
signal transfer but attenuates it. The fault is often

difficult to diagnose but can be proved by bridging
the i.f. feed directly to the grid of VI with a

LOOOpF capacitor. First check that CI is not
short-circuiting the signal.

The automatic gain control voltage to the grid

of VI is applied via R4, decoupled by C2 and with

a clamping diode Dl across the a.g.c. line. Circuits

vary widely and the effect of component failure also

varies.

In the circuit of Fig. 9 a single a.g.c. feed i«

shown. In practice there would probably be
another feed, perhaps from a separatelv decoupled
t aoping on the main a.g.c. line, applied to the r.f.

valve and possibly a subsidiary feed to the first

vision i.f. valve V2. More than one clamping diode
may be found, the circuit arranged sa that in .the

event of signal failure the valves win not receive

a positive voltage at the respective grids.

More detailed discussion of a.g.c. circuits, the
specific faults which arise and test methods, will

occupy us later in this series. For the present we
are concerned with the effect of a shprt-circuited

or open-circuited a.g.c. line.

Faulty Clamp Diode

The prime suspect for short-circuits is the diode

itself. In Fig. 9 this would mean that no a.g.c.

would be applied to VI and the valve would over-

load on strong signals. As R4 is a high value

the effect on low or " normal " signal strength mav
not be immediately noticeable except as a tendency

U.
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for the picture to vary widely between low and
high contrasted scenes.
An open-circuit of clamp diode would have little

Or no effect in this circuit except under overload
conditions, but in some circuits where different
standing bias is applied to stages the diode is also
part of the safety circuit and can have a similar
effect, when open-circuited, as the next fault, an
open-circuit filter capacitor.
This is a fault that often gives rise to some

head scratching, particularly where the a.g;C. is of
the simple, mean-level variety with a negative
voltage derived from the grid of the sync separator
valve.

voltage is applied to several valves, a more positive
check is to disconnect the a.g.c. feed (as at the
arrow in Fig. 9) and apply a small voltage from a
d.c. source in place of the a.g.c.

This voltage can be obtained from the multimeter
by switching to the ohms range, remembering that
in most cases the positive lead of the meter carries
negative polarity when switched to ohms and vice
versa. Thus the negative of the meter to chassis
and the positive lead to the a.g.c. line with the
meter switched to ohms should apply a negative
bias to the controlled valves and reduce the
contrast. Reversing the meter leads should have
the opposite effect and may lead to overloading.

Fig. 9 : Composite circuit, showing various trouble

spots in intermediate frequency tuning circuits,

discussed in the text, VI is the common vision and
sound i.f. amplifier, V2 the vision and VJ the sound

amplifier.

C2 is a filter capacitor whose prime function is

to bypass the a.g.c. pulses, leaving a " clean

"

negative voltage. It has another function as part

of a time constant circuit employed to smooth out
transient changes of contrast level. When the
filter circuit fails the a.g.c. pulses are allowed to

reach the controlled valves, resulting in reduced
contrast and a tearing of the top of the picture. A
quick bridging of C2 with a capacitor of similar
value should prove the fault.

Checking Presence of A.G.C. Voltage

The presence of an a.g.c. voltage can be found
with a high- resistance voltmeter, but as spurious
results can be set up, especially where the control

Do not apply this test for too long in case the
detector and video output valves "become over-run.

Failure of a valve within the feedback loop of
the a.g.c. circuit in such a way as to cause
instability and a large false signal at the sync
separator grid can have two quite different effects.

In one instance the confusing symptoms of an
overloaded video amplifier plus a strong a.g.c.

voltage may lead to an investigation of the video
stage, made even more annoying by the fact that
the overload may have caused component and valve
damage, but replacement of the faulty items does
not cure the root trouble. In another case the
overload can produce a balancing a.g.c. voltage,
with a consequent weak and watery picture and
litde control of contrast, leading to an investigation
of the detector.
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Other Causes of instability

The causes of instability, apart from a direct

failure of a valve, placing a positive voltage on the

a.g.c. line, and a high white level raster or negative

signal, may be open-circuiting of decoupling

capacitors or change of applied electrode voltages.

In the circuit of Fig. 9 the screen grid of VI is

seen to be controlled by a voltage taken from a

tapping on a potentiometer across the h.t., consist-

ing of R2, R3. The lower end of R3 is returned

not to chassis but to the junction of R5, R6, This
arrangement is to preserve a standing bias on the

valve. The decoupling is by C2 and quite severe

instability will be experienced if this component
fails. Another prime suspect is the anode
decoupler C7.
The decoupling capacitors of V2 mav have a

different effect. CIO, across the lower part of the

screen grid potentiometer R12, can reduce the gain

of the stace, and CI 3. decoupling the cathode bias

resistor R13. may also aggravate the lack of fine

detail (altering the response curve by attenuating

high frequencies).

The shape of the response curve is obtained by
the accurate tuning of the circuits throughout the

i.f. stages. For this reason Fig. 9 has been
deliberately complicated by the inclusion of several

different sorts of tuned circuits. It may be a

designer's nightmare but is intended to demon-
strate our argument, not serve as a working model.
A few words on these tuned circuits may be
appropriate here.

Rejector Circuits

Whereas in the superhet radio the i.f. coupling is

generally obtained by tuning bandpass coils to the

maximum response at the i.f. frequency, the func-

tion of the tuned circuits in the television receiver

is to accept or reject a particular frequency, or band
of frequencies, which may be quite different from
the intermediate frequency.

Rejectors are necessary to prevent the sound
channel from breaking through on vision, both at

the fundamental sound i.f. and at the adjacent

channel frequency.

In the case of a set using the
w standard " inter-

mediate frequencies of 34-65Mc/s vision and
38-15Mc/s sound the adjacent channel rejecmr,

tuned to the next highest channel, will be
33-15Mc/s.
Both examples can be seen in the cathode circuit

of V2, where L8, Cll is the sound rejector and
L9, C12 the adjacent channel rejector. Each is

sharply tuned, producing a high impedance and
thus greater negative feedback at the rejection

frequency.
Another example of a rejector circuit is L2, C4.

This closed loop is termed an absorotion rejector

and is coupled to the main tuning coil L4. It may
not be actually connected : sometimes it has one
connection to chassis and at others is simply a

closed loop not connected to anything but coupled

by virtue of its proximity to the tuning coil and

absorbing power from the tuning coil at the

rejection frequency.
L4, C5 are also coupled to this circuit and serve

to take off the sound intermediate frequency signal

to be applied to the sound i.f, ' amplifier V3 via

CI 4. CI 5, L10 act as a load at the grid of this

valve and the sound i.f, output to next stage, or to

the detector, is by " conventional " coupling Tl.
The bandwidth of the sound channel is much

narrower than the vision channel and vision

rejectors are not so often found. The accurate

tuning of sound i.f. circuits and rejectors serves to

keep the vision out.

For this reason it is often necessary to tune the

sound circuits accurately and set the rejectors

before making final tuning adjustments that deter-

mine the overall response curve. Where the manu-
facturer's exact alignment instructions may not be
available this is sound practice.

Bandpass Transformer

The remaining tuned circuits between VI and V2
comprise a bandpass transformer, of which the

primary is L5 and the secondary L7, and a

coupling between them consisting of the very

ponular " Bridge-T " network.
This circuit, with many variations, has the

advantage that a nearly square shaped response

curve can be produced with a steep drop from the

high-frequency end of the vision curve, giving

excellent separation from the sound channel and
hence good rejection with less chance of phase shift

that can affect the design when a number of

separate tuned circuits have to be used.

The primary and secondary circuits of the band-
pass transformer are tuned by the respective input

and output capacitances of V2 and VI. In practice

the primary and secondary may be tuned to, say.

35 and 37Mc/s and the rejector L6 to the sound
i.f.. 38-15Mc/s.
The foregoing has not been a deliberate

theoretical digression but should have underlined

the point that accuracy of tuning is essential on
the superhet television i.f. strip and, as sets become
more complex, small errors of tuning, whether by
maladjustment or components failing,- can cause

symptoms that may be misleading.

High Resistance Joints

The bugbear of instability, caused by open-

circuiting or change in value of decoupling

capacitors, has been discussed. Not so obvious is

the instability that arises from a high-resistance

joint at the lead-out point of a thin wire of a coil

in the connection to a printed circuit board or the

change in value of a damping resistor (such as R7
in Fis- 9>-

, * ^ «
The last fault has the effect of increasing the Q

of the coil and civing unwanted " Deaks ". The
effect may be a slight patterning on the screen, an

overall grainy effect rather similar to valve noise,

or even a comolete blanking of the raster with

noise. This kind of fault requires especially careful

tracing. A reduction of contrast will often provide

a clue if the tuned circuits are the culprits as the

patterning symptoms will also reduce, whereas

those that could be caused by external interference

will remain, though progressively weakened with

the signal.

Other common faults which cause a lack of gain

rather than instability are broken or high-resistance
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joints at the points indicated by the arrowed lines
X and Y in Fig 10.

Although the coils shown in this diagram are
more often found in older receivers the same
stricture applies where coils are of fewer turns,
where fine wire is employed. A coil working loose

Fig. 10 (a) Tuning coil trouble-spots : (b) faulty screening
can cause misleading faults,

on its former can cause curious detuning effects, as
can a high-resistance joint at the connection of CI
to the stand-off wires.

A point to note here is that in servicing a
receiver from above, with chassis inverted, care
must be taken not to apply the soldering iron too
long at the base connections of the i.f, cans. Dry
joints, short-circuits or complete disconnection of
coil wires can result from excess of heat.

Fig, 11 shows an alternative form of construction
where the coil and component wires are anchored
to lead-out wires that run the whole length of the
can. They are kept in place by a paxolin or plastic
piece with holes drilled appropriately at the top.
Sometimes the whole assembly is insulated with

a sheet of thin plastic and a small piece of card
may be glued to the inside of the top of the can

Fig. II (a) Alternative method of anchoring lead-out
wires and components. Note insulating piece between can
and upper ends of stay wires should always be refitted if
dislodged, (b) Cracked iron-dust core is often difficult to

trace.

in the position indicated at X, It is most impor-
tant that these safety shields be replaced if

dislodged.

Obscure Faults

Neglect of the last point is one of the common
causes of intermittent faults. Poor screening, as
at the can fixing of a valve (see Fig. 10b) V and Z,
loose windings of coils (Fig. 10a) LI and L2, high-
resistance connections both within and at the joints
with components, and cracked iron-dust cores as
illustrated in Fig. lib can all give obscure symp-
toms difficult to trace.

Where these faults affect tuning, sound-on-vision
may occur. To prove whether this is indeed the
fault turn the volume control to minimum, note
that the symptoms vanish and tap gently around
the circuit to provoke the symptoms.

Poor Contacts

Note that some of the poor contacts that can
cause these common i.f. faults may not be physi-
cally obvious. Where screening is completed bv
machine pressing or riveting, as at V in Fig. 10b,
deterioration with time may cause a fine film of
oxidisation between die two surfaces, although the
joint may appear to be mechanically sound.

It is worth while checking the fixing of screening
cans, etc., and either adding nut, screw and shake-
proof washer fixing or providing a short-circuit by
soldering a short length of braid between the
surfaces.

PART 3 WILL APPEAR NEXT MONTH

HELP FOR HOME BUYERS

When you are buying or selling property

it is vitally important to know where you
stand as far as the law is concerned.

Ignorance or carelessness might cost you
hundreds of pounds. There's sure to be a

big welcome, then, for the FREE LEGAL
ADVICE SERVICE announced by Newnes
Property Advertiser and Holiday Guide.

Every week this paper carries questions and
answers on such topics as mortgages,

insurance, surveying and general legal

points. In addition any reader may have

his own particular questions answered by a

panel of experts simply by filling in a Query
Coupon on the Legal Advice page. Newnes
Property Advertiser and Holiday Guide,

which contains details of thousands of

houses, flats, shops, business and holiday

addresses, is on sale every Thursday,

price 4d.
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FACTS! FACTS! FACTS!

. . . the up-to-the-minute

data book for all enthusiasts -

96 pages

of factual tabulated

data . . . should be on

the workbench of every

serious constructor and

service man

FULLY COVERS

Colour Codes ; Formulae : Aerials

Frequency and Wavelength
Broadcasting Allocations and

Station Frequencies
Television Standards

Symbols : Abbreviations
Amateur Radio l Useful Constant*

Amateur Radio Prefixes

l,F. List for Communications
Receivers

Mathematical Data
Wire and Cable Data

Valve, Picture-Tube, Battery and
Transistor Data

ONLY lOs 6d

"PRACTICAL
WIRELESS"

RADIO and
TELEVISION
REFERENCE
DATA

Compiled by J. P. Hawker
This handy book provides the practical reference data that radio and

television servicemen, radio constructors, enthusiasts and amateurs

always need, tt has been compiled with the day-to-day requirements of

servicemen particularly in mind. Contents include: full details of colour

codes; a comprehensive collection of practical, everyday formulae for

calculating the values of biasing components, potential dividers, etc.

aerial dimensions; a quick frequency-wavelength conversion table: full

lists of radio and television broadcasting stations and frequencies; common
symbols and abbreviations; notes on Amateur radio and a list of call-sign

prefixes; communication receiver I.F.s; mathematical data including loga-

rithm tables; wire and cable data; battery equivalents; and a full and up-

to-date listing of valve, transistor and cathode-ray tube pin connections,

bases, ratings and equivalents, including selected CV types.

A worthwhile reference source for all who are in any way concerned with

installing, maintaining, constructing, operating or servicing radio equipment

Make sure ofyour copy NOW -only 10$ 6d

b- ——— ORDER HERE—

Ptease send me by return

copy/copies of the new

"P.W. RADIO AND TELEVISION
REFERENCE DATA" 10s. 6d. (Ms. 6d. by post)

Name,

Address

Simply comp/ete this order and post wffh cheque .'posted order

for I Is. 6d. per copy to GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

SOs. 6d.

FROM
ALL
BOOK

SELLERS

... or (n cose

of difficulty.

use this
hondjr order

form.

PT,.Iune/M
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS BEE vice::::

C.Q.D . ORBERE RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHOHE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

SAME AFTERNOON

OA2 4/8
OB-2 8/-

OZ4GT 4/8
1C5 6/3
IDS
1S5
185
3T4
2D21
3A4
3A5
3Q5&T 7/-
3S4 4/8
3V4 6/3
5R4GY 8/6
5U4G 4/6
6V4Q 7/fl

5Y3GT 4/3
5Z3
67.43
6A7
6AS
6AC7
BAG 7
6AQ5
6ATS
6A17S
6AV6
fiRAS
SBfcS
fiRGfiG 18/6
6BH8 5/3
fiBJ6 5/8
6BQ7A 7/6
fiRJR" 8/3
6BB8 8/-
6BW6 6/9

IJBTY7
6C9
SCD6G
80KB
ii("W4

6D3
I5FI

BF13
8F23
BPSB
SJ7G
6K7G
fiKSG
6K25
6L1
BI.SG
KL70T
81.18

•SLiiao
6P28
6Q7G
SR7G
6U4GT 8/6
6V6G 3/8
8X4 3/9
6X5 4/6
8/8813 8J3
7B<5 12/8
7B7 7/-
7C5 7/8
7C6
7FT
7R7

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.l
Nearest tube All goods I Primrose
Chalk Farm advertised are 9090

in stock

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SUICON RECTTPIEBS
Output S50v, at i amp.

No larger than a shirt button

7/6 each

5/- 10C1 9/3
I0/9I10C2 ia/8
18/- 10F1 10/-
5/- 10LD11 fi/6

84/- MOP 13 8/3
9/6|lflPU ""

9/8 12AC6
4/9 l2AOfi
e/SMUABS
14/B.12AH7
4/S|l2AH»
1/3 M 2ATS
3/3 I2AI ij

2*1- UAVe
10/- 12RAH
6/6I12BE8
4/6U2BH7
10/-I12K3
•i/6 l'i AQ.j

11/6 9HI
4/e;2ntn
s;o iin.M

7/6

11/5
3/8
S/S
8/-

5,'-

9/-W
5/9
6/6
5/9
4/9

5/9
10/-
7'3

V-
10,'-

11/

s

12/3

12/6
li;/-

LH>5
l a .-

;?.

6 M
7/9

»/-

10/6
JOI'S S/8
.wf i.i e/3
.viKLia 11/-
W1J5 9/3

20

1

1 3

aura
2.'>ZJ(.r

2BVSG
27SU

6/9 MCOS
5/9 80C18

i2/e
ma
*/-

30P12 7/8
30P19 12/3
SOPLI S/6
»0PL13 9/6
30PU4 12/6
35C3 8/3
iM.-ii-r 6/9
36W4 4/9
statt 16/4
35Z4GT 4/6
35Z5UT 5/9
SOBJi 6/8
5005 6/8
50L8GT 6/3
5.1RU 14/6

6/8
6/8

67/6
87/8
18/-
42/-
42/-
18/6

DF97 10/.
DH101 25/.
BBT10716/U

S A".!

pi'i v;
BOAT
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1

9iJUG
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150B2
l*9BT 34/11
8&6A 12/6
5763 7/8
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6/8

1

30P4 12/3

AMI
.4241
B36
CL33
CVS1
DAKM
PF141
DMAMM

Temw of bufiijew:—Cash with order or CO. (>. oaiy.
Faetage/Facking 6d. per item. Orders over C8 post
free, C.O.D. 3/6 extra, Anv panel insurer! itgalnst
damage In transit for onlv fid. extra. All orders
despatched on day of receipt. Callers welcome
Men.—Fri. 8,30-5.30. Sats., 8.30-1 p.m.

JJKSlH 8/9
DKSS 8/3
DIBS U./-
D172 15/-
DI.08 5/9
DM70 5/-
DM71 9/9
DISS 7/fi

E80F 24/-
E«3F 24/-
ESSl.'C 10/-
E1.S9F 19/6
EA50 1/6
EAf5i -ii 5/6
EAF43 7/6
EB34 I/-
EB41 4/9
EB91 2/3
KBC33 8/6
E.BIV4 [ 8/6
EBi:iil 5/U
EBF-.U n/6
BBP83 7/fl

F.>;r-:i 8/3
BB1.21 8/-

EC70 4/9
BOM 27/8
EC92 6/8
KCCW 71-
bc ca ;

3/6
ECrjss 4/6
El.'<"*3 4/6
EO.'«4 5/H
EUCSJ 8/3
ECL'S* 10/-
BCD61 3/-
Efiriss 11/8

ecfso e

ECFrS-2 6
ECF86 11
ECH21 9,

ECH35 8,

F,CH42
ECHS1 _

ECH33 8
ECH84 B
FX'BSO 6
ECLS2 7
ECLS3 9
ECl^SS 8
EF36
KF37A
I'.1'39

KF4C
EF41
EF4-2
F.F7:j

Bern
FF8S

KFS8
F,F*9
EF91
BF93
EF»3
EF97
EF98
KF1*3
HEPU4 .

EP804 20
EH90
EK32
EL33
EL34
EL3S
EI.41
EM2

Kl.-i

65L83
EL*+
BL85
l-,.L-,':.

KL91
EI,95
K 1,360 27,

ELS20 16|
EI.8:
E 1,1.60 SO
EM4 17
EM34 11

13
KM.SI l

KM.SI
KM.S1
KM-r-
) M-7
EN31

EY31
F.YSI

'9 l':\ s:j

KV'84
BT89
l-:v*ft

FZ40
P.MI

5 K/SO
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('.K33

GX,:i4

GZ37
HABCS0 8,

HX309 25,
HVR2

e ; HVR2A b;

KT33C
3 1

k rss
'6

I
KT4I

3 K I 44
9 KM
9 kl'.'.i

KTti'l
K'I'ss

6/-jPEN4n 7/
8/B|PES45Dl>
3/9

12/3

KTW81 4/9
KTV('82 5/6
KTV63 5/6
MHLDM2/6
MKT4 17/6
MI.'ia/144'S
M X40 8/9
X:*7 23/3
S?8
MILS

12/-
PEN40 4/8
FEN383

10/3
F.i ;::!

PL3IJ
rL3s
PL11
PL«2
t'Lsa
FIJt4

mo
D12/14
U16
U19
3sa

26/2
P2 10/-
PABC60 8/9-JPV32

? PUSS 10/8 PY33
14/7 PT80
11/B PYH1

PTTB2
FY.S3
PY«B
PYSOO
PYS01
.RIO

l'i - ..

1*1 0,1

PU07

POG84
PCC85
l'i''- 10/6
f'CCSO 7/9
PCX.1S9 10/6

PCF80 5/6 1 r|
pcrsa fl/3 rih
Pt'I'84 8/6 BP41
PCFS6 7/9.aP«l

e'ftpsosio/e ai/^ia
PCF80617/6 T41

PCU3 e/slTPiasa

C24
Hi- V>5
8/-IU26

IB/- 1 LSI
6/9 1733

5/3 C3S
S/8IC37
5/6 I F4.J

FL500 15/9 L"76
PM84 9/3 U191
PXI 9/-

' 17251
87- U3S3
8/6 [. ::'•!

8/9 1 I. ; t

5/-!l"30l
W-|U4oao
4/9 1 L ABt:80 5/
5/9 UAF42 "

7/9 17R41
8/6' FBL'41
71- UBCS1

S6/6 LBF*0
17/6: V 81^:1
B/8 LBL'Jl

til- [7CL52
7/6lUCB83
15/- 1.F41

" UF42
UF80
FF85
UK86
L.FS9

/9 OA73
8/6 OA79

OA81
OC19
Ot":-J2

8 '9 UL41
13'6 '1.44

18/8| L'1^46

28/- l.'LM
IS/6 L'M4

7/0
6/3
ti/B

B/-,
6/- 0029
6/6 hi 33

88/3IOC38
8/6iOt:4l
8/- 1 OC44

15/2. Ot 45
4/6

1 0M34 16/10 1 0066
9/6|i:mso 8/3 oi'fii*

9/-,17U6 8/- OC7D
12/3 L'17fi 11/6 0C71
11/3 17Y1N 10/3 OC79

8,'- FY21 8/-10C73
16(3' LY41 4/8

|
OL 74

6/b!cY85
"

' P M
VR105

10/6(Vfil-50
VY1/I7

6/-|OC."
14/6' Ot.'

i
I..S7, 7/6

I '1,86 8/9
6lPt.'L8R 12/8

7/9 T\
7/

We rpijsiirr tar prompt
valves, loose or boied,

made

cash settlement all types of

bat MUST be aew. OSers
by return.

21-

;v-

«,'2
9,'-

6/e
!• 11/8

FCi;8i
i.n ;s:j

L't'FSO
UCH21
17CH4-.'

1.CH81

8/3 W7S9
5/9 iX41
8/B Xii»>

9/9 1 -X 75
6/3 X 79
8/9 i*63
e/Slzfifi

8/9 TrimxUtart
8/ J and diodei

OF77
OC78

0C81D
ocsa

7/3 III S3

20/6 Ot.'»4

27/- Of: 1 70
6/-! 01H71
7/3|Ot.T7l 17/8

MAT100 7/8
MAT101 8/8

3/"
3/-
3/-

25/-
23/-
25/-
12/8
25/6
18/-
21/8
8/-
8/3
8/-

22/6
25/-
6/6
3/fl

8/-
16/-
8/-
8/-
8/8
12/-
8/-
4/-
«/-

10/-
6/-

8/-

8/8
B/>

7/-AF117 5/6 1 HATI20 7/9
6/i OA70 3/- MAT 12] 8/6

A:) gaoda art- BCV flrh- IjnaOty J.rantln ...nlv and
siihjccl to makere' full guarantee. Wc do not. handle
uianufai-'turers' eecon.ln nr rejects, whlnh are often
described as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and luirelinbln life. Complete oatatoEHs of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors,
con.dense.rs, transforrnei^. Djlcrophont'*, speakers,
metal rectifiers with terras of business, fld. post tree.

BUILD
a complete

TRANSfSTORtSeV

CdVCAMERA!
Buy it and build it in easy stages with the famous BEUKITS

—

Kit No. t £18.17.6, Spec, principles of vidicon tube, scanning
assembly and optical system diagram. Kit No. 2 £16.10.0. Printed

circuit bo»rd and assoc. components, circuit, diagram, layout

instructions and Manual. Kit No. 3 £8.0.0. All transistors and semi-
conductors. Kit No. 4 £6.0.0. All metal work. Plus 7/6 P. & P.

for each kit. (Kits cannot be split. Inst. Manual cannot be supplied
separately).

Get more out of it

with a genuine

BEUKIT

!

Also available factory assembled and tested, with vidicon, less lens,
69 ens.; or with tens and vidicon, 79 gns. Lens with fixed iris £1 1.

EMI Experimental type Vidicon Tube I0667M £12. Free literature
from:

BEULAH ELECTRONICS LTD., Dept. PTV
126 Hamilton Road, West Norwood, London S.E.27

Telephone: GIP 6166 (PBX)

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS CHART

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass

I2in £4.10.0 I4in. ... £5. 5.0

!5-t7in. ... £5.15.0 19-21 in. ... £7.15,0

23in. ... £12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Muiiard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

12in £3. 0,0 !4tn. ... £4. 0.0

I5-I7in. ... £4.10.0 2 1 in. ... £6.10.0

Ail Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and insurance 10 -.

Wholesalers of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665
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A new test card for

television trade test trans-

missions has been des-

igned jointlv by the BBC,
the ITA and" BREMA,
who jointly hold the

copyright. There are two
versions; Test Card " D "

for 405-line transmission
and Test Card " E " for

625-lLne transmission.

NEW TELEVISION TEST CARDS "D" AND "E"
ALTHOUGH similar to Test Card " C ", a

number of changes take into account improve-
ments in television equipment in recent years.

Each pattern on the card is designed to assess par-
ticular characteristics as follows

:

Aspect Ratio

The central concentric black and white circles

should appear truly circular when the width and
height of the picture are adjusted to the standard
aspect ratio 4:3.

Adjustment of Picture Size

The limits of the transmitted picture are indica-

ted by the point of contact of opposing arrow heads
on each side of the test card and by the outer edge
of white squares in each corner. As most receivers

have a display area aspect ratio of approximately
5:4, it is usual to adjust the receiver so that the

top and bottom edges of the displav area coincide

with the arrow heads of the test card and the s
:de

castellations of the test card just appear in the dis-

play area of the receiver.

Resolution and Bandwidth

Within the circles is a group of six freouency
gratings each consisting of alternate black and
white vertical stripes corresponding to fundamental
frequencies in Mc/s of:

Test Card " D " Test Card " E "

10 1-5 1-5 2-5

20 2-5 3-5 4-0

2-75 30 43 525
The gratings are designed to produce after gamma
correction a signal of approximately sine wave
form corresponding to 50% modulation (as opnosed

to the sauare wave form on the earlier cards). Thus
the stripes will have a gradual transition from
black to white.

Contrast

A five-step contrast wedge appears in the centre

of the test card corresponding to a contrast range
of about 30 to 1 as between the black and white
squares at each end of the scale. Adjacent squares

should give equal brightness difference on a

correctly adjusted receiver. Within the top and
bottom squares are small circular areas of slightly

brighter tone. The merging of these areas into the
surrounding area indicates white or black crushing
as the case may be.

Scanning Linearity

The background of the test card is a medium
grey, bearing a graticule of white lines. These
should be reproduced in all parts as enclosing

equal squares and the central black and white rings

should appear truly circular.

L ; ne Synchronisation

The alternate black and white rectangles forming

the border serve to check the line synchronisation

of receivers. Faulty line sync will show as horizon-

tal displacement of those parts of the picture follow-

ing the white rectangles, in particular giving the

central circles an appearance of " cog-wheels ".

Low-freouency Response

Poor low frequency response will show as streak-

ing at the right-hand edge of the black and white

areas of the rectangles at the top centre of the test

card, and also at the right of the border castellations.

Reflections

The white vertical line with the black back-

ground and the black vertical line with the white

background should appear free from images

(ghosts). These lines represent pulses having a

duration of 0-3 microseconds on Test Card " D "

and 0-2 microseconds on Test Card " E ". Reflec-

—continued on poge 423
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath! the Dipole

BY ICONOS

"DI-FI enthusiasts packed into
the Audio Fair at the

Russell Hotel, where the exhibi-
tion halls were supplemented by
those sitting rooms, lounges and
large bedrooms which could be
adapted for demonstrations,
mainly of the stereophonic type.
Not much attention was paid to
television, nor the extra bits and
pieces which could improve the
sound of the average domestic
receiver. Very remarkable and
impressive results were obtained
on British equipment, and also
on equipment which came from
all parts of the world: micro-
phones, pick-ups, disc turntables,
tape recorders, loudspeakers —
in fact, everything excepting
domestic television sets, the
sound on which was considered
to be of poor average quality.
For some years I have referred
to the degradation of sound
quality on most home sets, and
have taken part in campaigns to
encourage manufacturers to fit

reasonably good loudspeakers on
the fronts of the sets instead of
being secreted away around the
top or side. These certainly have
improved on some of the TV
sets during the last year or two.
Facilities for separate plug-in
external high quality loud-
speakers would give good results,
though these might reveal slight
faults (e.g. low pitched hum from
studio ventilation, and rustle
from papers and "props"). In
the same way, I have supported
in these columns the re-
introduction of d.c. restoration

for the vision side, instead of the
automatic gain control arrange-
ment, in order to keep the low
key scenes at their proper black
level instead of averaging them
out as a murky grey. Television
studios make use of high quality
(and expensive) monitors which
give

_
pictures superior to

domestic receivers, of course, and
the equipment they use for
sound covers much ground apart
from microphones and mixers,
a in sound tapes being used in
addition to high quality turntables
and pick-ups. There certainly is

plenty of flexibility in their use
for music, effects, voices-off and
reverberation control.

Drama on Locations

Dramatic open-air scenes on
TV screens are common enough
these days, but whether the sub-
jects dealt with are cowboys, cops
or robbers, they are mainly photo-
graphed on film. Whether the
subjects are shot inside or out-
side the studio stages, the
Americans use film cameras and
carry on with the traditional
processes of cutting and editing
sequences, adding the complica-
tions of music and effects sounds
to the dialogue, or post-synchro-
nising additional dialogue to
replace that which is marred on
location by noises of wind, rain,
'planes, or screaming pop fans.
The same techniques are
occasionally used in British film
studios, but the television
companies on the whole prefer
to use normal live television
methods of recording on video
tape, introducing occasional
filmed sequences for exteriors
only. Steptoe and Son was a
particularly good example of
this. The BBC version of T. S.
Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral
was recorded entirely on loca-

tion at Canterbury, making use
of mobile video tape recording
channels for both picture, and
sound. The director, George
Foa, was able to sustain quite
long and dramatic scenes in
this way, with a minimum of
cutting and joining. Naturally,
the exterior shooting conditions
imposed upon scenes enacted on
the real exteriors of Canterbury
Cathedral—or on the interiors,
for that matter—presented the
director, technicians and actors
with a lot of problems. The
success of this lengthy produc-
tion was largely due to the fine
performance of Cyril Cusack as
the Archbishop, whose acting
and diction were excellently
recorded by the TV picture and
sound engineers. Much of the
work was carried out during the
night, and the cold weather con-
ditions naturally tended to give
visibility to the breath of the
actors—particularly when their
words were spoken in anger.
Murder in the Cathedral was a
tremendous and memorable
achievement, making maximum
use of the real building; but I
think that most of the technicians
concerned will turn with relief to
the studio stages, settings and
completely controllable lighting,
apart from the luxurious com-
fort of their premises.

Diction

Dialogue in most modern
plays is in a very different cate-
gory from the clearly articulated
words spoken by the actors
playing in classics—such as in the
BBC's Murder in the Cathedral.
The same clarity of speech was
notable in Becket, the new film
of Anouilh's version of that
historic event. How different is

the mumble-jumble of dialogue
which is difficult to hear in many
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of the modern TV plays—and
plays in the theatre too.

It is all a matter of opinion
whether the stylised dialogue of

Pinter, Beckett, Wesker, Osborne
and the lesser known playwrights

of today, matters very much
when it is spoken with the

sloppiness adopted by many
actors. And yet the TV viewer is

often in much the same position

as the unfortunate last man to

get into the gallery of a theatre.

In her biography, the late Lady
Bancroft, star of the London
theatres of the eighties, related

that the requirements of clearly

delivered dialogue were im-
pressed upon her at an early age.

"How dreadful it would be to

find that the poor man in the

gallery cannot hear what the

actors are talking about!" said

her mother. "Think of him
when you are acting and direct

your voice to the very back of

the theatre". It was not the

volume of the voice which was
increased, but the ability of the
speaker to make every word
heard, even in a whisper, in any
auditorium, however large. This
had to be achieved without
shouting lines, nor by over-
acting—generally referred to as

"hamming". Years have gone by
and the same rules can be
applied to voice production for

television or films, though with
a lower volume level.

Foreign Accents

A further complication arises

when local accents and dialects

arc needed. When the story takes

place in a foreign land, be it

France, Germany or Japan, the

traditional method of presenta-

tion is to introduce some kind of

foreign accent to English words.
In BBC's The Second Wall.
by Hugh Leonard, the producer,
James MaeTaggart, ignored the

usual methods and had his

players speak their lines quite

clearly in English without a

trace of accent. As all the

characters in this drama were
Germans on one side or the

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

other of the iron curtain—or the

wall in Berlin—much of the

dramatic effect was lost and, at

times, one imagined that the

location was in London or Man-
chester. The Second Wall was
directed by Gilchrist Calder, who
applied a fast production pace to

an exciting story of an escape,

via the city's vast sewers, under-
neath the hated wall. The play

ended with the kind of chase
which makes an impressive

climax, helped with an ingenious

mixture of filmed exteriors and
studio interiors.

"Oldies"

I must say that the BBC do
seem to select films for their

Saturday night programmes
which occasionally come into the

vintage class. Vintage is a good
word but it implies the qualities

of good well-matured wine.

Vintage films of years ago, such
as Chaplin's The Gold Rush can
be compared with the best of the

prolific flow of films of the silent

days. Talkies had elementary
qualities which became more
complicated in the course of time.

George Raft, big star in the days
when stories of racketeers of

alcoholic vintages and "hootch"
filled the cinemas, changed over
to a heroic role in Johnny Angel.

As Captain Angel, master of a

U.S. merchant ship, he found
himself involved in a kind of

"Marie Celeste" story, in which
he finds and recovers his own
father's ship, which is completely
unmanned and abandoned. The
story, complicated by the crooks,

the racketeers, the night clubs

and the hostesses, provided
plenty of action around the town,
mainiv at nisht, keot moving
by Hoagy Carmichael as the

taxi-cab driver running up the

figures on the meter. The
technical interest of this film,

which must be about ten years

old, is seen in the remarkably
good picture quality that was
obtained in the mix-up of dim
and low key night scenes and
bright sparkling night clubs.
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Engineers at the BBC revealed,

as expected, that it was repro-

duced on new Cintel Flying-

Spot telecine equipment —
equipment of the type which has
been continuously in use for

about twelve years!

Bold as Brass

Some long time ago, Jimmy
Edwards and Beryl Rcid
appeared in an amusing Lanca-
shire TV play Man O* Brass,

which was repeated recently with
great success. Jimmy played the

part of Ernie Briggs, an enthusi-

astic performer on the large

brass double b-flat euphonium
of the local town band, providing
the oom-pah notes so necessary
for balance. The marching of the

band down the streets and their

performances on the band-stand
in the park provided entertain-

ing musical sequences in the

story of this TV play, one
sequence of which was suddenly
ended by a rain-storm. Close-ups
of various instrumentalists from
the Ulverston town band were
effectively handled by the
conductor—and, in turn, by the

television director. The devotion
of Ernest Briggs to his brass
band activities provided the

Briggs family with amusing situa-

tions and a happy ending for the

all-important band room, burned
out by fire but restored by a

baked-bean manufacturer. Not
quite so happy was the first of

the Bold as Brass series with
Jimmy Edwards and Beryl Re id

together again in an odd mixture
of musical presentations, music
hall cross talk and a simplified

brass band playlet which lacked

the more complicated story-line

of the original Man O' Brass TV
play. Nevertheless, Jimmy
Edwards and Beryl Reid work
very well together, both on stage

and TV screen. I look
forward to a few more unusual
story twists being applied to

Bold as Brass series, apart from
the musical gimmick that has
been proposed for each episode.

THE JUNE ISSUE OF PRACTICAL WIRELESS IS ON SALE NOW
Contents include: A 7 Mc's Transceiver

Compact One-Valve Amplifier
Transistor Radio Mains Unit
V.H.F. Feeder Unit
Inverter for Electric Shavers

and many more articles of interest to the radio constructor



By J.G.Rans<

THIS article provides details of suitable
monitoring equipment for use in association
with the Flying-Spot Transparency Scanner

recently described in these pages. Two units are
described: first a simple monitor which utilizes the
scanner time bases; second, a more advanced and
self contained version.

In order to facilitate reference back to the articles
dealing with the scanner, the following particulars
are given:
Part I, January 1964, page 150, Figs. 1 to 7.
Part 2, February 1964, page 207, Figs. 8 to 15,
Part 3, March 1964, page 257, Figs. 16 to 21.
Part 4, April 1964, page 297. Figs. 22 to 25
The diagrams accompanying the present article

continue in the same numbering sequence as these
previous articles.

The Simple Monitor

The simple monitor is made up of the following
basic units. The tube unit of Fig. 7 and two ampli-
fiers of Fig. 9, The power supplies are obtained
from the main power-pack of Fig. 4 which is just
able to cope with the demands of this unit.

Scanning for the monitor is provided for by
direcdy coupling the amplifiers of the monitor to
the scanner time bases, and this means that syn-
chronisation problems are overcome.

VR2
Brightness
control

CMpF

Blankings

Should it be felt that blanking is a refinement
which may be dispensed with, and the scanner is

to be used only with this simplified monitor, then
the circuitry of Fig. 19 may be eliminated from the
transmitting unit. The only modification required
to be carried out to the basic unit as it stands is the
inclusion of the resistor Ra in the tube circuit—see
Fig. 26.

Construction

Construction follows the same lines as those laid

down for the scanner unit, that is to say, following
all the instructions relevant to Figs. 7 to 11
inclusive.

Each amplifier should be connected to the rele-
vant time base generator in the scanner by means
of a capacitor equal in value to CIO and CI 3 res-
pectively. (See Figs. 12 and 15). All these connec-
tions must be made with coaxial cable.
The output from the video amplifier is taken to

the tube grid by Ca as shown in Fig. 26. This
capacitor must have a suitable working voltage
rating and be of the highest quality.

Testing

Test voltages and procedures are the same as
those described previously for the various units
used. The final test is as follows:

COMPONENTS LIST

C.R. TUBE UNIT AND VIDEO AMPLIFIER
(Fig- 26)

Resistor:

Ra lOOkQ^W

Capacitor:

Ca 0-

1

MF 2,500V

Note.—The above are the additional items required.
See also Fig. 7 and Fig. 16,

Fig, 26—The video amplifier and tube circuitry.
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Adjust the monitor tube trace for a fairly bright,
finely focused race. Turn up the video gain controls
to maximum and the picture will be displayed on
the monitor. It will be found that while the bright-
ness control affects the picture brilliance, the
video gain control VR8 varies the contrast and the
final picture quality is dependent on compromise
settings between these two variables.

Fi g.15 {modified) Fig. 9 ns .7

Fig.29

_r
Frame
timebase Amplifier

Tube
unit

Sync
separator

scanner unit

Line
timebase

Amplifier

R67§
Fig. 29

f
Video

amplifier

Figl2 Fig.9

Jm
Fig. 27—A block diagram of the self-contained monitor.

More Advanced Monitor

The more advanced monitor is shown in block
form in Fig. 27.

As can be seen from this diagram the unit has
its own timebases and sync separator and is thus
capable of processing a composite video signal.

However, before this can be done we have to alter

the output frorA the scanner unit.

An output at r.f. is not required, so the circuit

of Fig, 24 is modified to that of Fig, 28. This
arrangement provides a low impedance output for
the signal so that the scanner may be connected to
the monitor by any reasonable lengih of coaxial
cable (up to several yards).

The only modification needed to the basic units
used is the removal of R22 from the frame timebase
generator circuit (Fig. 15).

Sync Separator and Video Amplifier

The only unfamiliar section
is that shown as Fig, 29. The)
input from the coaxial line is

correctly terminated by the 75£l
resistor R67 and the signal
passed on to the sync separator
V16 and to the video amplifier
V17.

Video amplifier circuitry has
been fully expounded in earlier

parts of this series and therefore
will not be dealt with here.

The purpose of the sync
separator is to separate the
mixed sync signal from the

video signal and to further separate the line sync
pulses from the frame sync pulses and pass them
on to their relevant timebase generators.

Separation of the sync signals from the video
waveform is performed automatically at the grid
of V16 and this action is helped by holding the
screen grid of this valve at a higher potential than
the anode.

Amplified negative-going pulses appear at the

HT.+ 350V

Fig. 28.—Amended version of the modulator.

COMPONENTS LIST

R79«

2W;

MODULATOR

Resistors:

R79 l5k&2W

AND R.F.
(Fig. 28)

OSCILLATOR
C54
O'luF

R80 4-7kO£W
C40
CMuF

Capacitors :

C54 0!, (F paper 400V
CSS 8/tF electrolytic 350V

Note.—The above are the additional items required.
See also Fig, 24.

From
blanking
amplifier
a nods
(/unction

R4£,F?44

Hr

, V15A

2
a,

Siookn

rRSO
U'7ka
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anode of V16 and the pulses arc taken from a split

anode load. R70, R71 line pulses appear at the

anode and are passed into a differentiating circuit

made up of VC2 and the suppressor resistor, R18,
of the limebase generator (Fig. 12).

A differentiator network is a circuit which does

not respond very well to low frequency signals but,

as can be readily seen by calculating the time

constant of such a circuit, passes high frequencies.

The differentiator thus passes the line sync pulses

but blocks the frame pulses. The frame pulses

appear at the junction of R70 and R71 and pass on
to an integrating circuit consisting of C48, R73 and
C49; this is a circuit which blocks high frequency

pulses and passes low frequency signals.

The two outputs are fed to their respective

timebases and lock the generator frequency to that

of the scanner timebases.

Testing

It should be possible to set up a trace similar

to that on the scanner, when the test voltages in the

monitor will be very similar to those found in the

scanning unit.

TEST VOLTAGES
. . 350V
Screen

H.T. line

Anode Cathode
VI 180V 230V V
V2 270V 180V 1-5V

All the above measured with a 20,000ohms/
volt meter.

Using the headphone circuit described earlier

(Fig. 18) a signal should be heard at the input to

Fig, 29—Sync separator and video amplifier

stages of the circuit.

COMPONENTS LIST

SYNC SEPARATOR AND VIDEO AMPLI-
FIER (Fig. 29)

R74 1MQ
R75 3-3kQ
R76 1 50

Q

R77 47kQ
R78 4 -7k £2

All ± 10%, £W carbon unless otherwise stated

Capacitors:

C45 0-l,iF paper 400V

C46 0-l/«F paper 400V
C47 8f*F electrolytic 350V
C48 0-01 fif paper 400V
C49 0-05/aF paper 400V
C50 0-lfiF paper 400V
C51 8^F electrolytic 350V
C52 0-l^F paper 400V
C53 0-l/*F 2,500V
VC2 lOOpF air spaced variable

Resistors:

R67 75 il

R68 I5kl2 IW
R69 IHQ
R70 22k £2 2W
R71 5-6kQ 2W
R72 33kt2 2W
R73 47k i 1

Valves:

VI 6 6AC7 V17 6AC7

C49
R73 47kn 0'05/jF

WWft I I
*.

To g3
of frame
timebase
generator

Construction
'

It is not proposed to describe in detail the

construction of the monitor unit as it is felt that

the reader will by now have acquired enough
experience to tackle the job without any difficulty.

The bulk of the circuitry follows that used in the

scanning unit— any minor differences being
obvious.

the unit. Sync signals should be detected at the

two take-off points at the anode of V16 and the

video signal should be detected at the anode of

V17.
It will be found that the setting of the capacitor

VC2 has a profound effect on the line synchronisa-
tion, and this capacitor should be adjusted for

optimum conditions.
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an AERSAL SYSTEM for DX work
BY GORDON J. KING

MANY interesting articles have appeared in
past issues of this journal on the subject of
TV DX, including those bv Ian C. Ewens

(April, 1963, and May, 1964), W. Berssenbrugge
(June, 1963), and the regular series written each
month by Charles Rafarel. These writers have
made it clear that not only can a great deai of
interest and excitement be derived from the recep-
tion of distant television transmissions but that
with the advent of the dual standard television
receiver a combination of European transmission
standards can easily be catered for and, in this
issue, Mr, Rafarel describes the conversion of
certain older receivers.

Great Britain is within the " troposphcric propa-
gation" distance of a large number of television
transmissions originating on the other side of the
English Channel. Whether this is good or bad
depends upon whether one is a local viewer pure
and simple or an enthusiastic viewer, for during
the early summer months, peaking again during
late autumn, v.h,f. television signals are carried
well beyond their "local" range by a "ducting"
effect in the upper atmosphere or the " tropos-
phere ".

The April, 1963, article referred to above
investigates this phenomenon. Due to this, stations
which are normally receivable over a maximum
of 60 miles or so come romping in over distances
of several hundreds of miles. This is good for the
DX (long-distant reception) fan but unkind to the
non-enthusiastic viewer, since it can badly upset
his local reception, giving drifting ghost pictures,
horizontal dark lines and a Venetian blind effect
on the picture, and a loud buzz on the sound.

Tropospheric propogation occurs mostly on the
Band I channels, but is sometimes present on the
lower Band III channels, Reception of stations up
to 500 miles distant is possible by this means, but
even greater distance reception is possible by so-
called sporadic E skip. Here, instead of the tropo-
sphere, the E layer of the ionosphere is concerned
with the freak reception. This propagation is

primarily tied to the lower frequency channels of
Band I, and can give receptions over distances from
500 to 1,500 miles (sometimes greater distances
by a "double hop" effect).

When the DX enthusiast observes the first signs
of freak reception on the local stations his mind
turns to ways and means of isolating the DX
signal from the signal of the local station and then
arranging his receiver to respond to it.

There are two basic requirements: (i) a good,
high-gain aerial system tuned to die mean of the
distant channel and orientated for maximum signal
pick-up and (ii) a highly sensitive receiver with a

very low noise figure. The receiver, of course,
must be suitable for the DX transmissions, and
information on the characteristics of European
television stations is given in the articles
mentioned at the beginning of this article. The
April article also tells how a dual standard set can
be arranged to work on 625 lines on the v.h.f.

channels, as distinct from the u.h.f. channels.
And, of course, elsewhere in this issue, prospective
DX hunters can obtain information on the conver-
sion of certain recommended receivers for DX
work.

Theoretically, DX reception (and hence "co-
channel interference") is not possible on the u.h.f.
channels as such high-frequency signals penetrate
both the troposphere and ionosphere arid are lost
in space without spoiling local reception, irres-
pective of the weather and sun-spot conditions.
This is one of the reasons why America and some
of the European countries are contemplating the
abandonment of television in the. v.h.f. channels in
favour of a total switch to the u.h.f. channels.
However, this does not always work out in
practice, and with good tropospheric conditions
DX on u.h.f. is certainly a factor to be borne in
mind (see page 167, January, 1964; page 278, Feb-
ruary, 1964, etc.).

The Aerial

Under severe conditions where a strong local
station is interfering with a DX signal, traps and
filters may not succeed in cutting out enough of
the local signal to allow the distant station to be
viewed or photographed. This is because adequate
cancellation of the unwanted signal would demand
many more decibels of attenuation than simple
filters could possibly supply.
However, a method of cancellation of the

unwanted signal is possible by the use of two
aerials. The main, high-gain aerial is carefully
tuned and orientated to pick up as much of the DX
signal as possible, while the second aerial is

arranged to pick up as much of the interfering
local signal as possible and the smallest amount
of the DX signal.

The idea, then, is to carefully adjust both the
phase and the amplitude of the picked-up local
signal

_
so that it is of equal amplitude and of

opposite phase to the unwanted signal picked up
by the main aerial. In that way, complete cancella-
tion of the local unwanted signal is theoretically
possible. In practice, a very useful degree of un-
wanted signal attenuation is possible (see Fig. 1).

The two aerials are connected to a common
downlead through a star network, but the second
aerial signal is first passed through an attenuator and
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* Phaser". As the main aerial will be orientated

for maximum pick-up of the DX station, a certain

degree, even though it may be small, of discrimina-

tion over the strong local signal will be achieved.
This means that the second aerial need not

usually be so complicated as the main aerial, for

the requirement here is that this picks up more
local signal than the main aerial, and since it can
be pointed direct to the local station this is rarely

difficult to achieve, even with an ordinary "H"
array or, in some cases, with a single dipole.

Amplitude Adjustment

It must be stressed, however, that the system
will not work unless the second aerial picks up a

little more unwanted signal than the direct aerial

The two unwanted signals are adjusted for equal

Main
aerial

Wanted
DX

signal

Unwanted siqnal

V

Attenuator -*

downlead adjusted by the attenuator for an equal
value. The " TV S-Meter," described in the July,

1963, issue of Practical Television, can be
employed ideally for this exercise.

At a push, the two signals could be compared
in terms of picture and/or sound on a receiver,

but care should be taken if this method is adopted
as the a.g.c. action of the set may tend to make
both signals appear to be of similar levels, even
though they may in fact differ by several decibels.

Phasing Adjustment

Once the signal levels are balanced and the
arrangement set up, minus the phaser, as shown in

Fig. 1, it is quite likely that a good amount of

unwanted signal discrimination will have auto-
matically taken place.

Second The reason for this is that the
aerial phase of the unwanted signal in

the second aerial may be almost
ami that of the unwanted
signal in the main aerial. The
phase of the signals will depend
upon the standing wave condi-

tions around the aerials, how well

the aerials are matched to their

downleads and their positions

relative to each other. It is

unlikely that the sjgnels will be
either "in-phase" or "anti-

phase".
But if they are in-phase the

unwanted signal will be much
on the main aerial alone, while

Strong
iocal
siqnal

£wanted
DX

To Receiver signal

Fig. /—By the use of two aerials a loco I signal can be

cancelled leaving only the wanted DX signal. The

main aerial is carefully turned for maximum pickup

of the wanted DX signal while the second aerial is

turned for maximum pickup of the local signal and
minimum pickup of the DX station. After level

balance and phase correction, as described in the

test, the two signals are combined to a common
downlead, where the unwanted local signal is

cancelied.

amplitude by the attenuator in the downlead from
the second aerial.

Reasonable signal balance is possible by the use
Of Belling & Lee plug-in attenuators, but for

optimum results a variable attenuator can be used.

The range of attenuation will, of course, depend
upon how much stronger the local signal is from
the second aerial than the same signal from the
main aerial.

If the second aerial signal is twice as strong, for

example, a 6dB attenuator will be required i if

three times as strong 9dB attenuation is required,

and if four times as strong 12dB is required. The
better the signal balance, the better will be the
cancellation of the unwanted signal.

The biggest problem in setting up this system
is, in fact, adjusting for signal balance. A signal
strength meter solves the problem, for then the
signal in the main aerial downlead can first be
rr^asured, and the signal in the second aerial

stronger than
if they are anti-phase the unwanted signal will be

at a very low level.

It is likely that the phasing will be at some inter-

mediate value, indicated by the presence of still

a fair amount of unwanted signal plus some
deterioration in quality of the wanted picture.

One simple way of securing the correct anti-phase

condition is by a trial and error method.

This involves cutting the cable between the

attenuator and the star network inch by inch until

the right length for unwanted signal cancellation

is established. If an extra 4£ft of cable is left at

that point, the trial and error method should not

give a great deal of difficulty.

Some simple cable clamping arrangement can

be fitted to point "C" of the "star" so that after

cutting, the cable can quickly be connected again,

and so on. When the best conditions have been
.established a more permanent connection can be

made.
If the second aerial picks up some of' the

wanted signal, the quality of the DX picture may
suffer a little after setting up the scheme for

maximum unwanted signal rejection. This is due
to phase distortion introduced by having two
wanted signals in the system. If necessary, the

second aerial should be orientated for the

minimum pick-up of the wanted signal, as distinct

from the pick-up of maximum unwanted local

signal.

It will be appreciated that the system described
has a very great experimental potential, and apart

from its applications for DX television it could
also be experimented with for getting rid of co-

channel interference, when the emphasis is on
local reception rather than distant reception.
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CHANGING ((MF

miPART 3: PYE, PAM AND
INVtCTA MODELS

ALTHOUGH the layout of this article is similar
to last month's, when the Ekco range was
reviewed, the treatment cannot be as

straightforward. The Pye policy is one of con-
tinuous improvement, resulting in a range of
receivers which are the product of a number of
basic chassis and a number of cabinet designs.
The job of replacing a tube is, therefore, divided

into two parts; unboxing the chassis, and then
removing the tube and clamp from the chassis
or the cabinet.

To find the instructions relevant
to a particular model, look it up in
the index, and then refer to the
basic chassis removal procedure
dealt with in detail in the text, and
then to the basic tube removal. By
reading these two paragraphs in
conjunction with the numbered
notes, complete instructions for
replacing any tube can be obtained.
To save space the text is abbrevia-
ted, and readers who require
greater detail of any particular
point (e.g. the removal of a sticky
e.h.t. connector) should refer to the
first article of the series (April
issue). Pam and Invicta equivalents
where known are given, and
although owners should be able to
manage a tube change by reference
to the nearest Pye model, it may
not be exactly the same. No con-
sideration has been given in this
series to electronic chassis diver-
gencies, should any exist.

By H. Peters

once the chassis bonding strip is released, it is
quite possible to work on the chassis, and in some
cases (such as the V210) to change the tube with-
out removing the control panel from the cabinet,
by merely swinging the chassis out.
For the sake of completeness, directions are

given in the text for the removal of the control
panel, whether you choose to do so or not. When
the chassis is removed from some of the later
models, they tend to become " front heavy ".

Clamping
screw

One
connecting
socket

Width and Linearity
sleeve

(if fitted)

The Family Tree

Up to V310 series, the c.r, tube comes out of
the cabinet with the chassis, from which it is then
removed complete with its clamping band. This
band fastens round the widest part of the bowl,
holding the rubber dust seal in place. After the
V310 series, the tube and clamping band stay in
the cabinet and the chassis is lifted away first of
all.

The control panel, or autotuner unit if fitted, is

separately attached to the cabinet by two screws
at the front and one at the rear of the base. A
foot of flexible lead connects to the chassis, and

Fig. I—A typical scancoil assembly (110°) used in most of the models
dealt with this month.

Care must be taken to prevent the cabinets falling
on to their faces.

Mention is frequendy made to the " critical
distance ". This is a measurement between the top
of the. cloth or blanket upon which the tube rests
face down, and the front edge of the clamping
band (see Fig. 2, Part 2, May issue) and should be
measured before the clamp is finally removed.

VI (0. Chassis Removal

Take off back and knobs, remove four screws
from bottom sides of cabinet and one from each
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^Chassis fixing' screw*

Chassis
fixing screws

side escutcheon and the two
speaker retaining screws. Undo
Dzus fixing at top of chassis £ turn

anticlockwise, and remove two
screws from bottom corners of

chassis.

Withdraw chassis, easing loud-

speaker past rear edge of cabinet.

Do not tilt exposed chassis forward
or the volume and brightness

spindles may snap off.

V300. Tube Removal

Unplug e.h.t. and base connec-
tions, remove ion trap. Unplug,
slacken and remDve deflector coils.

Remove from each side of the

clamping strap the two outer hexa-

gonal head screws holding it to the

chassis. Lift off tube and clamping
strap, lay face down on cloth,

measure critical distance and un-
clamp strap. Clean all parts before

reassembling in reverse order.

Fig. 2—The Pye Autotuner,

handle fixing. Pull cabinet out of grooves and lift

off detaching loudspeaker halfway.

VI 10. Tube Removal

Remove Perspex front, e.h.t. and base connec-

tions, scancoils, screws securing top ends of side

brackets to top plate, remove horizontal tie rod

holding tops of side brackets. Raise tube slightly,

and withdraw forward.

V200. Chassis Removal

Unplug, remove back, detach side panel (four

screws) and feed in through hole to lay on chassis.

Remove three front knobs (grubscrews), unplug
speaker. Remove two screws from top of tube

cradle and two from back of chassis. Slide chasrfs

back out of cabinet, tilting forward as tube face

emerges.

V200. Tube Removal

Take off e.h.t. and base connections and ion

trap magnet. Mark and unplug scancoil leads.

Slacken scancoils and slide back off tube. Slacken

the hexagonal head bolts which tighten the tube

clamp and pull the tube out forward complete with

rubber. Clean all parts and replace in reverse order.

V2I0. Chassis Removal

Remove back. Unscrew two top fixing screws

(long screwdriver needed) and two bottom
hexagonal head fixing screws, disconnect bonding
to control panel assembly. Tube and chassis will

swing out to extent of lead to control panel.

V2I0. Tube Removal

Refer to V310 Tube Removal. There is no Dzus
bracket to remove, but the top clamp is held to

the chassis by a plate, from which the three self-

tapping screws should be removed.

V300. Chassis Removal

Remove back. Pull off Volume, Brightness,

Channel Selector, and Fine Tuner knobs. Remove

V3I0, Tube Removal

Remove e.h.t. and base connec-
tions. Unplug and remove deflec-

tor coils. Unscrew the two 4B.A. nuts from the
" U " pieces passing through the upper and lower

clamping straps and chassis. Remove Dzus fixing

two outer hexagonal head screws from both sides

of the bottom tube clamping strip and chassis.

Dzus fixing

Fig. 3—A side view of the V300 !V3iQ series

showing the general layout.
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Remove tube and clamps, lay face down on a cloth,
measure critical distance, remove clamps and rubber
seal. Clean and replace in reverse order,

V400. Chassis Removal

Remove back, pull off Channel Selector and Fine
Tuner knobs, undo two screws thus revealed.
Loosen wooden clip inside cabinet and release
control panel. Disconnect leads to tube scancoils
and speaker, undo two chassis fixing screws and
remove chassis and control panel.

V400. Tube Removal

Lay cabinet face down. Release tube clamp
fixing screws, slacken and remove deflector coils.

Lift out tube and clamp, measure critical distance,
slacken clamp and remove from tube.

V4I0. Chassis Removal

Remove back, unplug speaker, take off the two
nuts and washers from chassis to tube fixing plate

and release the plate from its securing screws.
Remove e.h.t. and tube base connections, slacken,
unplug and remove scancoils, remove rear chassis
fixing screws and withdraw chassis from cabinet.

V4I0. Tube Removal

Lay cabinet face down on a cloth and undo the
four nuts holding the tube clamp to the cabinet.
Remove tube and clamp, lay face down, measure
critical distance, remove clamp and sealing ring.

Clean and reassemble in reverse order.

Y430A. Chassis Removal

Remove back, unplug speaker, scancoils, e.h.t.

and tube base connections, disconnect chassis braid
from autotuner. Unscrew the two chassis fixing
screws at the right-hand side (usually protected
by card flaps). Swing chassis outwards, disengag-
ing the stop arm if fitted on the chassis top. Undo
the top chassis hinge pin and lift chassis clear of
bottom hinge pin. Remove autotuner (note 5) and
lift off tuner and chassis together.

INDEX FOR PART 3

Ftrl-,. Pusic 1 Nearest Nearest
Model Chassis Tube Extra Identification C.R. Tube Pam Invicta Cathodeon

Removal Removal Notes Equiv, Equiv. Tubes

1 (Pioneer) 1 1 17' T. (Plastic) D fS \
17" T. (Wood) D'S /

AW43/88 or 7007
2 1 V4I0 AW43/89 Later
3 1

1

V4I0 6 19' T. D S Tuner
II II V4I0 6 19" T.DS
IIU II V4I0 6 19"T. DS Tuner
IS II V4 1

9

6 23' T. DS 5114
IIU 1 1 V4IQ 6 23" T, D/S Tuner
VIIO V110 VIIO 2 17- P. AW43/38 690 638 CI7<7Aor

CI7 6A

PVI 10 V1I0 VIIO 2 17* P. AW43.'8S
(Early)

V200 V200 V200 1 & 2 17' T. AW43 80
V200LB V200 V200 1 & 2 17' C. AW43 80
V2I0 V2I0 V2I0 2& 4 17' T. AW43/88 800, 808

802
804

S38, 146
939

V2I0LB V2I0 V2I0 2& 4 17* C. AW43/88
V2I0A V2I0 V2I0 2& 5 17- T. A/T AW43 88 802A 147, 540
V220 I 1 7& 2 17" T. AW43/88
V230 V2I0 V2I0 2 & 5 17* T. AW43 88
V300F V303 V300 1. 2 & 3 17" T F. AW43/80 I 6S0F
V300S V303 V303 !, 2 a 3 17* T. AW43?80 ) 606F 537 CI7/SPV3I0F V303 V313 2 & 3 17* T. F. AW43,'8S J 600F 144, I44P

V3I0S V300 V310 2& 3 17* T. AW43/88 1 600S
738
5370

V3105A V300 V3I0 2 & 3 17' T. M/T AW43 88 l 606S
V40Q V4O0 V400

1 & 2 21" T. AWS3.80 j 680S
(PANORAMA)
V4I0 V410 V4I0 2 21* T. AW53.<88 821 (Near)
V420A V4I0 V4I3 2& S 21* C. M/T AW53 88
V430 V4I3 V4I0 2 21' T. AW53B9
V430A V430A V4I0 28. 5 21* T. M/T AWS3'88
VSIO V210 V3I0 2 17" T. F. AW43/88 801F

803 F

805 F

822F

145
739

VS30 V2I0 V3I0 2 17* T. v.h.f. AW43'88
V600A V4I0 V600A 2 & 5 23* C. AIT AW59.93 823A 23SP4
V620A V430A V4I0 2 & 5 23* C, A/T AW5993
V630A V630A V4I0 2 & 5 23* T. A/T AWS993 I23A
V700 V430A V4

1 ] 4 19" T. AW47 90
V700A V430A V4I0 5 & 6 19* T. A'T AW47 93 II9A/I20A
V7Q0LBA V430A V4I0 5 & 6 19* C, AT AW47 90
V70OD V700D V4I0 6 19* T. D S AW47 90 II9DV70QDU WOOD V4I0 6 19" T. DS Tuner AW47 90
V7I0A V430A V4I0 5 & 6 19" T. A/T AW47/90 \

AW47'90

Lfl»A
LI20A

V7I0D WOOD V4I0 6 19* T. D/S
V720 V2I0 V3I0 19- Version of V530 AW47'9Q
V830A V430A V4I0 5 23' T. F. A/T AWS9'90 LI 23A 941
V830LBA V430A V4I0 5 23* C. F. A/T AW59/90 LI0O0&

1000
V830D WOOD V4I0 5 23" T. D'S AW59/90

Key to mode 1 identification; A Tsss Autotyner, C— Console. D'5=Dual Standard,
F= Fringe Area, M/T= Motor Tuned, T.= Table, P— Portable.
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V600A Tube Removal
Lay cabinet face down on a cloth, remove eight

2B.A. nuts and washers from tube corner clamps,
release corner clamps and remove tube from
cabinet.

V630A. Chassis Removal
Proceed as for V410, but the top of the chassis

screws to the cabinet and not to the tube clamping
band.

V70QD. Chassis Removal
Remove back, switch to "405", disengage, knob

from switch by sliding spindle retaining spring

sideways. Hinge out and remove chassis as per

V430A,

Model I. Chassis Removal
Remove back, pull off front knobs, remove

405/625 knob (one grubscrew). Lay face down on
cloth, unplug speaker, tube base and scancoils.

Remove ten screws securing chassis to cabinet and
two securing control panel to cabinet. Lift up
chassis, unplug c.h.t. lead, and lift chassis right

out. When replacing chassis make sure that no
leads are trapped round the edge, or forced

towards hot components. If the u.h.f. ftmer is

fitted, make sure that the plastic universal joint

engages.

Model I. Tube Removal
Remove scancoils. Remove earthing spring from

Bowden oible and unplug earthing lead from
speaker tap. Unscrew Phillips head screw from
Bowden cable tension handle. Slacken cable and
release three corner clamping brackets. Remove;
tension handle and cable 3 take out c.r. tube.

Model 2. Chassis Removal
Proceed as per Model 1, except that there are

only six fixing screws.

Model II. Chassis Removal
Remote back, pull off volume and brightness

knobs. Remove u.h.f. and v.h.f. tuner knobs bv
depressing the spring key behind the knob. Pull

off fine tuner extension, remove top two chassis

fixing screws and lower chassis. Unclip coaxial

from left-hand side of cabinet, remove four 4B.A.
nuts fixing control panel to cabinet front, unplug
speaker, e.h.t. and base connections and scancoil

leads. Remove the two Phillips screws securing
the chassis to the cabinet runners and withdraw
chassis and control panel. Remove deflector coils

if proceeding further to change tube.
Important: When lowering chassis ensure that

the top of the line output transformer shroud does
not foul the deflector coils, as heavy pressure on
this point could snap the tube neck.

The following notes are to be read in conjunc-
tion with the text as appropriate,

NOTE 1.—Adjust ion trap magnet for brightest

picture regardless of position. Repeat adjustment
after picture position and focus have been set.

NOTE 2.—A "short circuit turn" sleeve adjust-

ment is provided around the tube neck beneath the

deflector coils to adjust width and line linearity.

Width is decreased by pushing the sleeve forward
and linearitv is adjusted by rotating the sleeve.

NOTE 3'—To remove window V310, etc., pull

off two front knobs. Hang front of set over bench
edge. Remove bottom retaining bar and lower
window for cleaning.

NOTE 4,—To remove control panel, puJl off

Volume, Brightness, Channel Selector, and Fine

Tuner knobs. Release two screws at top of panel

holding it to the cabinet front and one screw, nut

or wingnut at the rear holding it to the bottom of

the cabinet.
NOTE 5.—To remove autotuner, pull off

Brightness and Volume controls, remove two 4B.A.
nuts holding the assembly,to the cabinet front, and
the screw and washer retaining the rear of the

assembly.
NOTE 6.—The Perspex guard is removed after

the tube and clamDS have been taken out of the

cabinet. It is held to the clamping band by four

Phil 1 ins screws.

NOTE 7.—Proceed as per Model 1, but dis-

regard the references to the Dual Standard
switching.

Next month Part 4; Mjrphy receivers

Set Conversion for

Continental Reception
—continued from page 398

ling coil LI 9 and assuming we can obtain a snare

second tuner unit the output of this tuner via L10
and Lll is also low impedance by virtue of coupling

winding LI 1.

After suitable arrangement of h.t, feeds and
heater supnly to the second tuner we have only to

couple Lll to L19 by a short length of coaxial

cable and wc have an incremental additional sound-

only tuner (Fig. 6). This has the additional advan-

tage that accordinff to prevailing conditions we can
" marry 7

' any RTF picture channel to any RTF
sound channel (assuming that they are carrying

the same programme as normally) and thus we can

choose the best vision and sound channels available.

With this arrangement we are. of course, depri-

ving ourselves of the use of V3 as a common
sound /vision i.f. amplifier but the reduction in gain

on sound can be offset by changing VS (Receiver

Deck) from EFSO to EF184 and re-peaking the

associated coils.

There is one point to note, however, in that the

introduction of a second tuner together with its

oscillator section and the associated harmonics can

produce interference on certain channels tuned by
the original vision tuner and if this happens the

setting of the second sound tuner must be altered.

If the sound channel we wish to use does clash

with our chosen vision channel we can slightly

repeak the sound i.f. to a different frequency, so

that when the oscillator is retuned it does not cause

an offending harmonic on the selected vision

signal.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
I 4 pole, 2 way Yaxley type switch

I GX34 diode
1 SOkii variable resistor

Other resistors as noted in text, where required

I Tuner Unit
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VICING
EVBSION

By L. Lawry-Johns

No. 102: G.E.C. BT2155 and BT8149

THE BT2155 is a 17in. table model and the
BTS149 is a consolette with doors. There are,

in addition, two very similar models but which
have an extra i.f. stage and different a.g.c. system
for use in fringe areas, these being the BT2254 and
the BT8248.
These receivers are quite reliable in operation

and such faults as do occur usually follow a pattern
and can be speedily located and easily rectified.

The tuner unit differs from the type usually
encountered and this should be borne in mind,
particularly when changing
valves and adjusting coil

cores. The front valve is VI
B319 (PCC84) and the rear
valve is V2 LZ329 (PCF80).
These valves must not be
transposed as damage to
resistors and probably to the
valves themselves will result.

Oscillator coil core adjust-
ment Is from the side of the
tuner toward the rear.
(Refer to Fig. 3.)

Chassis Removal
The chassis is removed

in one unit complete with
tube, front mask and loud-
speaker fret, etc., and there
is no need to remove the
front control knobs. With
the rear cover removed
release the two screws from
the brackets at side at the
bottom and remove the unit
from the cabinet shell.

The lower i.f. plare may
be easily removed from the
main chassis and, inciden-
tally, this plate may be of
printed circuit design. There
is a single video (yellow
lead) and two power plugs
to remove. With this done
it is only necessary to

remove the screw from
either side in order to
remove the sub-chassis.

Removal of Tuner

Remove the power plug from the left side of the
i.f. plate and the i.f. coaxial plug. Remove aerial

socket giving fixing screws and front control knobs
(these puli off) and release the four fixing screws
which secure the tuner brackets to the main
supports.

Common Faults

One very common fault is that of no sound or
vision due to the valves being unheated.
The usual neon tests may be made, first to chassis

to ensure that this is not live. If it is, reverse mains
leads.

With the leads properly connected mains should

Voltage selector plugs N369

w
fig. I—A rear view of the chassis showing the general layout.

Width
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oa'WYf^^

—The video amplifier, c.r.t, and power stages of the circuit.

be applied to the upper right side of 1-5A fuse,

thence via the on /off switch to the mains dropper
centre tags RH6, R113. R110, R107 and the

thermistor R106 (see Fig. 2), The neon should

glow or an a.c. voltmeter should register at these

points in the order given; the failure to give a

positive indication at any point immediately pin-

points the break.

If all points show a healthy indication of full

mains potential check through the valve chain VI 5,

-V14, V13 etc.; VI 5 pins 7 and 8, V14 pins 2 and 7,

IJ! cable

-*~i

Aen'al
cable

LI.L2 in Access to L8 R.F
core side oscillator core

(aerial) cover core L5

Fig. 3—A view of the tuner unit.

VI 3 pins 4 and 5 and so on until the faulty valve

is located. It is not unusual for a Z329 heater to

become open circuited in these receivers, and the

D77 (V7) is also liable to be found at fault. Pins I

and 2 of V8 complete the heater chain return to

chassis.

No H.T.

Quite often it is found that the set is not func-

tioning in any way except that the heaters axe

glowing. This should direct attention to R115 and
R112 which are part of the dropper and form the

surge limiter for the supply to the metal rectifier.

It is quite common for one of these resistor

sections to become open circuited, thus cutting off

the h.t. R112 is usually at fault and may be
shunted by a 25 or 30fl wire wound resistor.

Low H.T.

Quite often the first indication of falling h.t.

voltage is lack of width and a tendency to defocus
and expand as the brilliance is increased.

A voltmeter check should be made and if the

h.t. voltage is much under 200V the metal rectifier

should be replaced. A silicon diode such as the

BY100 can be used for increased efficiency and may
be wired across the existing rectifier in series with
a 25fi wire wound resistor. If the voltage is 200V
or over, however, attention should be directed to

the line output N308 and if necessary to the U339.

TO BE CONTINUED
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

AS I write these words conditions have not
as yet

LL opened up " for the 1964 season,

but I hope that by the time you read them
the real DX will once more be with us.

The winter season has not run quite true to

pattern this time. The " tropospherics " were
often excellent in December and early January and
we had quite a good, perhaps even better than
average, number of Sporadic " E " openings during
the same period.

the following which you will find to be of
considerable service in DX work. Details of this

are as follows.

Method of Construction

First wind the appropriate turns on to the oafl

former, then group the associated capacitors and
resistors around the coils, making sure that

sufficient space is allowed for the transistor and

Coax to
Receiver

R5

Fig. I (left)—The circuit of a Band I mast-head pre-amptifter. Fig. 2 (right)—The slightly different circuit for Band ///.

From mid-January for the following three
months, I think most of us would agree, conditions
have been abnormally poor and it would seem
"that spring is a little late this year"! If by the
time you read these words conditions have not
improved to " normal ", be patient, for they wilt

improve. I recall "late openings" in 1960 when
June/July were the earliest " good " months.

This month then we had beter continue with
details on how to improve our DX installation in
order to get the best results. In conjunction with
two other DX/TV readers of Practical Tele-
vision, Mr. J. Snelling, of Southampton, and
Mr. R, Bunney, of Romsey, I have been experi-
menting with mast-head transistor pre-arnplifiers,

and starting from a basic design we have evolved

that none of the components project beyond the
top and bottom squares (the ends of the former).
This will allow the completed unit to be enclosed
in a 35mm film can. Use £W resistors and
miniature capacitors.

Where the coaxial cables and the twin l.t. feed
cables pass through the cover of the can a water-
tight joint can be made by the use of " tight

"

rubber grommets and the screw cap of the can is

sealed by means of a length of p.v.c. tape.
The completed unit is mounted (after test and

adjustment of the coil core at ground level adjacent
to the receiver) at mast-head level as close as
possible to the aerial dipole.
The 2-2kfi resistor across the coil is optional and

is designed to increase the bandwidth over several
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:

Rl Ikft

R2 2-2kH
R3 lOkfl

All ±10%, ±W carbon

R4 2-2 k&l

R5 470

a

Capacitors:

CI 2-2P F C3 l.OOOpF

C2 lOOpF C4 22pF
C5 OOI^F
All miniature tubular ceramic

Inductor;

LI Band III—4 turns of 18 s,w.g, tinned copper
wound over y in. length.

LI Band I—Channel E2. 12 turns of 24 s.w.g,

enamelled wire close wound. 2£ turns of

24 s.w.g. p.v.c. covered wire wound
over main coil as coupling coil. Channel
E4, as for E2, except 8 turns for main coil.

AH coils wound on Aladdin "square-ended"

formers, £ in. diameter, with iron dust core.

Transistor:

Trl Band III AFI02.
Band I OCI7I, or AFI 14 for slightly higher

gain. If AFI 14 is used R4 should be 560£l

Miscellaneous:

Aluminium 35 mm. film tin with screw lid.

Three rubber grommets. P.V.C. tape. Wire for

coils. Aladdin coil former with base and top

square section, and fitted with iron dust core.

9V dry battery.

channels when used. If the coil is peaked to mid-
band in, say, Band III, there will be appreciable

gain even at both the hi. and l.f. ends of the band.

The overall gain with the " damping " resistance

in circuit in use is approximately 6/8dB and for

single channel operation without it will be approxi-

mately lOdB.
It is not claimed that these preamplifiers give

exceptional gain but it will be noted from the

coaxial cable maker's specifications that they will

35mm film can
aluminium

Clamp

Aerial
array
boom

Battery leads

Fig. 3

—

The method of construction recommended by

the author.

more than "kill out" the down-lead losses at

200Mc/s, even if the cable is of standard type and
not low-loss and the length is as long as 100ft.

The mast-head position ensures the best possible

signal-to-noise ratio and transistors are very quiet

in operation. The current consumption is between
0-75 and 1-OmA per transistor, and even if a

number of them are used on different aerials a

suitable dry battery will provide adequate power.

The use of this type of pre-amplifier has another

advantage. The input impedance is such that it

will correctly match all aerial impedances between
30fl and 300X1 without modification, so if anyone
has a 30011 Continental array, here, too, is the

answer to your impedance transformation for 75fl

down lead. The pre-amplifier output is correct for

75ft; this, too, can help with that " home-made "

multi-element array of " dubious " impedance—it

will match almost whatever you do!
Two of these pre-amplifiers will work well in

cascade, either both arranged at mast-head level

or with me second one adjacent to the receiver.

Just one word of warning here. In one isolated

instance (among many of these items in use)

trouble was experienced with the Band III model
due to " break-through " of medium wave broad-

cast stations, apparently due to " local " conditions

and the fact that the input side is untuned. In
this case improvement could be obtained by
reduction of the 9V supply, but this, of course, docs

reduce the gain a little.

NEWS

As promised some time ago we are going to give

you the details of the R.A.I. Italian station identi-

fication numbers. We are indebted to Mr. Albert

Davis, of Gillingham, fer this information and he
has it on good authority from R.A.I. At this stage

I propose giving Band I details only as Band III

is a little optimistic!

Number. Station.

3 Monte Penice
11 Monte Faito
14 Monte Caccia
23 Monte Cammarata
31 Monte Nerone

This covers

all Band I

transmitters

over 5kW.

Mr Davis is also now informed that the position

of the number on the test card is now in the centre

of the right-hand corner circle, so if you want to

see it be careful that your width control is not set

too wide!
This is the latest news that I have following a

recent visit to the R.T.F./TV centre at Quai de
Passy (now Quay Kennedy if you wish to write) re

R.T.F. 2nd chaine U.H.F.

Paris Eiffel Tower Ch. 22

Lyon-Fourvieres

Lille-Bouvigny

Alarscilles

Ch. 58

Ch. 27

Ch. 23

In full service from
April IS, 1964.

Ditto.

Under test now.
Service commences
summer 1964.

Ditto.

Good luck in the coming DX season!

.
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+%mwet/tsMAUt&n Ltd

ELCOT LANE
MARLBOROUGH - WILTS

TELEPHONE: 657 and 658

WIDE BAND

UHF AERIALS

for BBC 2 now

and ITV 2

FIVE STAR QUALITY AERIALS

-yt Anodised elements for protection, £ Modern

plastic moulding techniques used for converted

reflector and parasitic elements giving longer

life, -fa Staggered spaced elements for maximum
performance with all channel band width.

•jc Multi-element reflector giving high back to

front ratio *jc Maximum efficiency of matching

by using laboratory developed collector plate

—

without any other matching device.

Model Description
Gain
DB

B/F
Ratio
D8

Retail

Price

UF/H3 3-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

7 180 31 '6

UF/H5 5-ELEMENT, HEAD OKLY
with CLAMP

8-25 19 5 36'6

UF/H7 7-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CUMP

10 5 245 41'-

UF/H10 10-ELEMEHT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

12-5 26 47/-

UF/HI2 12-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY 13 5 28 51'-

with CLAMP
UF/HI4 I4-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP
ISO 29 55'-

UF/HI8 18-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CUMP

16-25 30-0 70'-

UF/H22 22-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CUMP

170 31-0 85'-

PLEASE STATE LARGE OR SMALL CLAMP REQUIRED

ARE YOU TRAINED FOR

1965 t 1966 I 1967 I

YOU ARE GOING TO BE THE ttA« IN DEMAND!

Meyer before In history has It been so easy and so Inexpensive to train for a

rewarding career in. Electronics, Radio and Television!

•si M-TF.ru VOW OFFER IHEEE EXM.CBIVE HOMB TRALNUiQ
course*.

Anyone can afford these amazing courBea—anyone can understand this practical

training No complicated mathematics to hold yon back—Jio old fasniwied,

obscure explanations to frustrate youl „._,__ .__
Ttio irssoiu are CRYSTAL CLEAR, PRACTICAL. EASY TO WASTER AND
QgE— Km-ly lessons niake fundamentals clear even to the beginner, while other

l<^*»i* willHive veil the practical "know-haw" of an espert!

Compares favourably with some courses mtnlne wry much morel By creating

a mass market through large volume sales and eliminating Individual letter

writing wf are able to pass on these savings directly to youl

Each course is printed on eJrtia large quarto ifcte sheets and bound Into our

inuuunl to simplify handllne and distribution.

Please select the course most suitable for jour requirements from the fallowing:

No 1 RADIO COURSE. Fundamental facts—Electrons—Conductors and

initiators—Radio Batteries—Circuits—Magnetism—Ohm's Law—Resistor

Colour Code—«hart— What resistor to use— Elc-tro-Maguetlsm—Electro-

magnetlc Induction—Self Induction—Iladlci Frequency Inductances—Capacity

Coupling—I.F. Transformers—Radio Colls— Radio Capacitors—The Farad—
Capacitor Colour Code—Alternating Current Theory A Fitters

—

Reactance and Resistance—Charts to calculate Capacity Frequency and

[adnotanc*—Handy Kadlo Formulae—Praiflra! Aspects of Radio Servicing

—

Ra*o Valves—Transistor Theory—N Type Germanium—F Type Germanium—
Diode Action—Transistor Action—D.C. htabllUntlon—Transistor Kliv Adjust-

ment—R.F. Amplication—Superheterodyne Principlei—A.V.C,—1'owcr StJp-

nljus—Jtrteis—Stultlteswrs and Valve Testers—Point to Point Servicing

—

Signal (iterators and Signal Tracers—Using an Oscilloscope ior Servicing

—

Alignments-Amplifiers and F.A. Equipment—High Fidelity—Advantages oi

Inrcnc Feedback—Speakers—Frequency Modulation—How to Obtain Radio

Jobs. Price for the complete course. ONLY 18/-. Plus postal

No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE. Includes most of the above lesson* plus 1*C
and R. Combined Circuits—Resonance Phenomenon—Behavior at Resonance

—

How Meters Work—M«ytng a Voltmeter—Ohm meter Connections—Valves

—

Electron Benaviooj—Trlode—Characteristic Ourvee—Power Supplier-Judio
AmpHftare—Microphones—Resistance Coupling—Obtaining Grid Bias

—

Push Pull and Parallel—Phase Inverter Circuit—Radio Frequency Voltage

Amplifiers—I.F. and Multlband Coils

—

Dclection—Receiver Circuits—Results

of Freshener Mlsing—A.V.C.—Electron I u Oscillators—Quarts Crystals—

Radio Traustnltter Circuits—Modulation and Tuning—Linen. Antennas and

Jladlation—Test Equipment TTstng Motors—Electronic Tost Equipment

—

ThS'rulrtns—Photo-Cell Equipment—Radio Compass—H.F. lleating

—

Electronic Shaping Citotilts—Electron Microscope—Electric Strain Gauges—
Inter-OouimunicatorB—Radio Servicing Techniques—Sartfcing Printed CtrcaHe.

Price for tuf complete course. Only 39/B. Plus poiuw 1(6.

Griiiuales of the Electronics Course can quahly for a certificate—details sent

with each order.

No. '3. TELEVISION COURSE. Effect of MIs-ndJusted controls—Pictures of

various faults—Service adjustments—Clmilt Faults Pndtnated by u Poor

Pattern—Finding Bad Valves by observing Picture Faults—Separate Channel

LP. System—Intercarrier I.F, System—Negative Picture—Interference

—

Antenna Principles and Practices—U.H.F. Transmission Unas—Facts About
the T.V. Signal to Help vou in Service Work—Synchronising Separators—T.V.

Interference Aids—All about Cathode Ray Tubes—Explanation of T.V. Circuits

—Video Detector—Video Amplifier—D.C Restorer Circuit—Automatic Gain
Control Circ-uits^—Oscillators—Deflection foils—Automatic Frequency Control

Ctrculti—Analysis of Stagger Tuned I.F. Receiver—Analysis of Three Inter-

Carrier Type Receiver*—Tho Vertical Deflection Cucuit—The Horizontal

Deflection CircuH—Waveforms—Schematics of various owiimM &i a T.V,

—

1.11. i ' Converters and Timera—T.V. Ttat Equipment and Alignment—Analysis

of Various Problems,
Price lor the complete oourse. Only 34"-. Plus pottage 1/B.

UNCONDITIONALLY OUARASTEED TO GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION
You must be convinced that this Is the best valoc you have ever »«n tn Elec-

tronic, Kadlo or T.V, Traiumg, otherwise you can return the course (or have
j-iinr uiMiey reinndjtd if sent "with order) after you have examined It in your

own home for a full seven days*

IP ¥0U SEND CASH WITH ORDER WE WILL INCLUDE A FREE 70 PAGE
BOOK. Tick on the coupon one book (or isaeh course ordered with iuil caah.

RADIO SERVICING PAULT HNDIN0 BOOK, TELEVISION FAtfLT
BOOK. OSCILLOSCOPE BOOH.
Thi'N) free books arc authoritative, and loaded with Information. Would
cost at least ol- each If bought separately—by sending cash you reduce book-
keeping and other costs, which savings we pass back to youl

PEEE TRIAL OFFER!
Pay only 5/- per week M you wish. Clip eoopon right now lor this special offer.

To: Sim-Tech Book Company. Dept CT1, Osier's HID, West End, SouthiBpton,
Hants.

Please send the following courses for a full seven day's trial.

O No, 1. RADIO COURSE. No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE.
3jV6, IncL. portage. 11/-, incl. postaco.

D No. 3. TELEVISION COURSE
37(S. inel. portage.

(Free trial customers tick only one please),

II not delighted, I may return the courae poet-paid without further obligation

on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash price OR S/- weekly until purchase

price plus ^/6 service charge has been paid.

| \
Tick here If enclosing full purchase price

Please send me Q FREE RADIO FAULT FINDING BOOK.
FREE. 2.V. FAULT FINDING BOOK. O FREE. OSCLLLOSDOPE BOOK.
Amount enclosed *

I understand that yon will refund this money In full If I am not 100% I

Overseas customers please send foil amount (including Ireland).

NAME

aty County_
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TV Aerial Signal Booster

'T'HE ** Tetebooster " is a television aerial signalx
amplifier recently launched by Gordon J. King

(Enterprises) Ltd. Unlike many other similar
amplifiersj the " Telebooster " boosts both ITA and
BBC reception simultaneously. Reception boost is

claimed to be about eight times for BBC channels
and about five times on ITA.
The " Telebooster " can eliminate the need for

Costly aerials and, in many cases, allows inexpensive
indoor aerials to be used instead of expensive out-
door arrays.
The price of this unit complete is 75 s. 6d. Power

for the unit is provided by a 9V battery, and
current consumption is IfmA.
The w Telebooster " is available from Gordon J.

King (Enterprises) Ltd., Brixham, Devon.

U.H.F. Aerials

TVHREE types of u.hi. outdoor aerials—6-, 12-,
and 18-element types—are being offered by

Meadowdale Ltd.
Interesting features of these arrays are that they

are one-piece constructions of light-weight welded
steel, protected by a heat-cured polyester coating.
The only separate part of the aerial is the back
screen, which is quickly assembled by one wing
nut. It has an advanced design dipole which ensures
consistent precision matching.
Meadowdale are offering these aerials at prices

ranging from £1 6s. for the 6-element array to
£2 19s. 6d. for the 18-element model. Meadowdale
Manufacturing Co, Ltd., The Dale, Willenhall,
Staffs.

Signal Strength Meter
rT,HIS instrument is designed around a standard

u.h,f. tuner working into a gain-controlled i.f.

amplifier. The controlled current of one of the i.f.

amplifier valves is read on the meter. The scale is

calibrated in ^V and mV, giving clearly readable
calibrations from fringe to swamp levels, without
the need for separate plug-in attenuators.

This highly sensitive instrument gives readings

down to IG.uV and will record low level signals and
so can be used effectively in fringe areas.
The Signal Strength Meter (model 415) works

from an a.c. supply of 200-225V or 226-250V, has
a consumption of 36W and an operating frequency
of 470-860Mc/s. The manufacturers are Lab-Craft
Ltd., Gainsborough Road, Woodford Bridge, Essex.

Lab-Craft's new u.h.f. signal strength meter.

U.H.F. Masthead Amplifier

AERIALITE Ltd. announce production of a
transistorised u.h.f. television signal amplifier

—known as the Telextra—with a case no larger
than a normal outdoor diplexer. The amplifier is

broadband for all Band IV (channels 21-33), and
so will boost not only the present BBC-2 trans-
mission, but all future programmes to be trans-
mitted in that Band.
The gain of the amplifier is 14db at the top end

of Band IV (channel 33) and is maintained at ±3db
over all the channels.
The amplifier's power is obtained through the

main downlead from a battery power pack placed
conveniently inside the house. The price is fixed
at £4 19s. 6d. Aerialite Ltd., Hargreaves Works,
Congleion, Cheshire.

Set-Top Aerial for Bands IV and V

A COMPACT elegandy styled broadband
aerial for all channels on u.h.f. Bands IV and

V is being marketed in the U.K. by Wells Elec-
tronics Ltd. This aerial, known as type FIA I Q2,
is one of the extensive range of FUBA aerials manu-
factured in West Germany.

_
Two folded dipole elements are mounted one on

either arm of a forked support, the lower end of
which is connected to the base by a ball and socket
joint. The setting of the aerial elements can thus
be adjusted in both the horizontal and the vertical
planes.

For reception on Band IV (channels 21-34), the
longer dipole is directed towards the transmitter
and the shorter dipole acts as a " director ", To
receive on channels 39 to 68, the aerial is moved so
that the shorter dipole is towards the transmitter
and the other element then functions as a reflector.
Wills Electronics Ltd., 42 Botolph Lane, Eastcheap,
London, E.C2,

i
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EX-MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES
I7in, — 35'- Min. — 15'-.

Carriage 5'-.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

REGUNNED TUBES
Guaranteed I Year 21 in

Ins. and Carr. 10'6,

Add 10'- refundable l?in

on OLD TUBE
(110' Tubes in stock.) IS, I4,l2in.59'6

W6
79'6

TELEPHONE
HANDSETS

G.P.O. pattern
House CO
Wor kihop,

,3 ,°office, etc
Works off any
small battery.
P. & P. A'b.

AERIALS
BBC ITA Combined
Loft and Room
Aerials—from 25'

BB2 JHFand Colour
aerials, from 37'6.

SEND FOR FREE
LIST

Send for list of
our range of other
models. Demon
aerations daily in

our shop, from a
large selection

VALVES. 9d. each. 1 ,000's available.

Send for List.

CONDENSERS. 100—10'-. New.
Assorted electrolytics and pFs. P. & P.

FREE.

V CONTROLS. 40—10'-. A selection

of types and sizes. P. & P. 2'6.

SPEAKERS. 7'9. 6in.,8in..7x 4in. and
8 x Sin. Ex. mfd. Salvage. P. & P. 2/3.

NEONS.
fittings),

reminder,

I'- per dozen. <S.B.C.D.P,
Mains tested and visual

P. & P. I '-.

.
AN0VEI) PRODUCT

I7in. £11.10.0

Min. £7.10.0

1 1 months written
guarantee

Channels for all

areas
CARR. Min. 20'-

I7in. 30'-

Personal Collec-
tion Advised

Phone
ILrord
6001 2 3

DUKE&CO. (LONDON) LTD-, Stamp
621 3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2 1 For Free
Liverpool St.—Manor Pk.— 10 mini. List

Anatomy of a

Superior

Soldering Iron
The Solon range of electric solder-

ing irons includes 15 and 25 watt

models for radio, TV and electronic

equipment; 65 watt models for'

householdandworkshopuee. Larger

models upto240wattalso available.

Select a

SOLON
TRADE MARK

Used in industry for over 30 years

Obtainable from your usual radio or electrical supplier

6 ft. flexible

lead with

cordgrip

Heats up

from cold

in 2| mina.

Will giva

| a lifetime

of service

25 watt

model for

radio work

Heat

concentrated

in bit

Another famous

"Beginner's*
1 book a must

for ait interested in

electronics . . .

BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
ELECTRONICS
By An up-to-date in-

Terence L, Squirei, troduction to etec-

A. M.Brit, I. R.E. tronics which
assumes no prior

technical knowledge of the subject. Early

chapters explain the nature of electric

currents, pulses and waveforms. The com-
ponents and circuits that are the basis of

electronics are then described and illus-

trated, and their operation clearly ex-

plained. Chapters are devoted to test

instruments; the principles of and the basic

techniques used in the main branches of

electronics—radar, radio, television, medical
electronics, electronics in space, industrial

electronics and computers, and on training

to be an electronics engineer

(92 pages, 128 line diagrams.

15s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

. . . or, tn case of difficulty, 14s. id. by

Sist from George Newnsi Ltd., Tower
ouse, Southampton St., London WC2.

__^_^_^^__— NEWNES

VALVES SA3ME nAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

QCTQ IBS. 1S5. MPt, 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91. DK91, DL92, D094. . Set or 4 lor 15/-OCIO DAF96. DF96. DK96. DL9B 4 for 23/fl

1ATGT 7/6 6SL7GT 5/6 DAF91 3/9 ECE80 6/3
1D5 s/e BSN7GT 3/9 DAF98 6/- :-i L83 71-

LH50T 8/3 BU4GT Sri . caw 6/9 eel aa w-
LN60T 81- BVflQ 3/9 DF33 8/- i.< IS 3/9
1K5 4/9 0V6GT 6/6 DF91 2/0 EF41 6/6
136 ff§ 6X4 3(9 Ml ':! 6/- BF42

BfWJ
4/6

1T4 2/6 6/6 3/6 4/3
1U5 5/- 7B7 8/- Mil?, 3/6 Ml BS hi-

IAS 6/9 7CT) 7/9 ,
J)K32 H/- EF06 6/3

344 4/10 ,o; 7/6 DK91 4/9 BF88 41-

3S4 4/9 7H7 5/9
12/9

DK92 6/9 BPM 2/9
3V4 5/6 DKS6 6/6 EF02 2/6
BU4C 4/6 7Y4 6/-

[
.1. 3 7/3 EL38 12/6

BY3GT 5/- 10C2 12/3 ! DL35 6/9 EL4J 7/3
5Z4G 71- 12AT6 4/3 | DL92 4/9 BL43 7/9
6ABC 5/6 12AT7 3/9 t>t*M 5/6 EL84 4/9
SALS 21- 12AU7 4/9 DL9B 6/- EM .i 7/1

L

GAQ3 61- 12AX7 4/9 EABC8D 5/3 preo 6/9
BASS 3/6 12K7GT 4/3 EAF42 8/- BMffl 7/9
B tA 1 6/- 12KSC r 8/9 K H41 4/- F.MB4 7/6
fiBE6 5/3 LSQ7C t 4/3 KB91 21- EM87 87-

SB) 80 12/6 19BC6G fi/6 EBC33 bl- BTT51 m-
'iHHH 57- 2QP4 12/6 EBC41 7/3 EYB4 71-

6BJ6 5/6 snp-> 14/9 K.BCS1 5/9 Bl 86 5/6
i cnea 26/6 25LBGT 5/fl ,

EBF80 5/6 EZ40 5/6
6F1 5/6 25U4GT 10/6 EBF83 7/9 EZ41 7/6
6F13 41- JOLla S/6 EBF89 «/- E280 41-

6F14 9/- 30PL1 8/- 1 EBL21 8/3 EZ81 4/6
(JF15 6/6 30PL43 9/- ECC-10 7/6 ozaa 8/6
6K7G 176 3OP014 12/3 ECCS1 3/9 itraa 5/-

BK7GT 41- 35AS 14/- ECC82 4/9 KT63 3/9
PK8G 4/3 35L6G-T 6/3 ECC33 71- KTWS1 4/9
BK9GT 7/9 35Z4GT 4/11 1 ECC84 6/3 MU14 5/-

91*3 5/9 B8ITO 8/6 ECC35 6/3 MX40 8/6
V,\M 7/6 Azai 6/6 KCF80 6/3 NIB 4/1U
Ml'.</, 6/6 B30 4/6 ECF82 6/3 POB8 9/-

apse 9/6 CCH35 12/3 ECFK6 10/9 FC97 7/6
BQ70 4/9 CE33 9/6 ECH36 6/- PCCB4 5/6
1 QTGT 7/9 CY1 12/6 ECH42 8/3 POCS6 6/9
6K7GT 9/6 DAC32 8/3 ECHBi 6/- FCC89 HI-

PCF80 5/9
PCFB3 6/9
PCFB4 8/-
PCFbfJ 8/-

PCFBOfl W-
PC 1.83 6/6
PCI.83 8/-
PC1^84 7/C
PCLB5 8/6

19/8
PENA4 8/6
PENB4 17/6
PEN36C 8/-
PEN3B3 9/6
PL36 8/9
PLBI
PI^2
PEB3
PE84
PX4
PX25
PY1U
PYB2
PY33
PY80
PY81
PY82
FY8J
PY8S
B17
TDD4
TH21C
TH2l»
L'22
U25
U26
047
050
073

:/
5/6
5/-
rs /y

01H1 8/8
U281 8/6
L'282 11/9
oau 9/-
L4U4 5/9
UB01 15/8
UABCB0 5/9
0AF42 8/
0BC41
U BG81
LBFtSO
UBFB9
U BL21
VC92
UCC84
UCC86
UCF30
UCH43
UCH81
UCL82
TJCL83
UF41
UF42
0F89
0041
UL44
aiM
UU7
EY'21
UY'41
0Y85
VP4B
VP41
W76

W729
X63
X81M
X109

6/3
7/3
8/-
6/9
9/9
5/8
8/6
6/9
8/6
7/B
6/8
7/6
9/-

7/3
4/9
6/3
7/-

15/-
8/6
6/3
6/8
7/9
4/9

HEADERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.16 STA. 4587

5/!
9/-
7/9
5/9
9/-
9/-

5/3
5/9
fif
6/9
7/9
15/-
7/9
9/6
5/9
4/9
8/6
10/-
8/6
4/6
3/9

Post 6d. per valve
extra.

Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage la

Transit 6d. extra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3

extra.

12/6
4/9
3/8
2/6

16/6
5/0

19/6
17/8
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

HAVE YOU EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?

That is "Fin-Point T.V. Troubles In 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use 'T.V,
Troubles" even day. Designed for use ty
Bmateor or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. .circuit FAST!
A simple uross-lndex tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble, handy Chech
charts then help you accurately itifuw-
the EXACT trout Hi- spot! You will elimi-
nate hours of iiBsranil ion, cut out waste
time, because this new Coyne system will
help you Ret right rtown to the heart of
the trouble in minutes.

Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 crass-index eagres. Included are SO time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.

YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB—NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin-Point Book was designed espec-
ially for on-the-job trouble shooting. You
Bimply turn to the Indexed section, locate
jthe circuit description and check-charts,
and In minutes you have .the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.

|
NO COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS, .lust practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble

I Ei(0otlng techniques to help you make
faster t.v. repairs,

EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"

Here Is a way. to reduce "thinking time",

All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated In black anil while—you uve
your skill to take it from there!'

Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast t.v,
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now. then when you decide to keep it

(as we, are sure you will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.

The price? Only .19/6 plus postage.

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-
BOOR WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more
than Its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!

Free 88 page oscilloscope book will be in-
cluded if you send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
TERMS ONl-Y 5/- PER WEEK!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX4.

Wast End, Southampton, Hants,

f~] Flesee s*nd "T.V, Troubles" for a lull uvea
Kys* lree trial. If out delighted T may return the
nmiQil post paid without further obligation oa
my part.. O&erwine 1 will pay cash of .5/- weekly
tmUipaid.

Tick here it enclosing full price of 41/- (which
Includes 1/6 pottage). You get free Oscilloscope
Book, Same 7-day money back guarantee. Overseas
customer! picw o send full amount ^including'
Ireland}.

Ceuitr .,,,,,...*

B.B.C.2 (625 LINE)
TV AERIALS

EX T F, RXAt M A S

T

MOIXTIVG ARRAYS
5 element, 36/-: 9 element 45/-.

B'.UL MOUNTING with (KANKKI)ARM. 5 element 51/6: 9 element 60/-.
fHDIMiV ARRAYS with LASHINGS,
etc., 5 element 6376: 9 element, 72/-.
LOFT ARRAYS, 3 element, 24/-.
7 element, 38/8. Also available for
Window Fixing-. 2/6 extra. Co-ax. Plugs.
1/3. .Low Loss Co-axial Cable, 1/6 yd.

BBC * ITV • F.M. AERIALS
B.H.C. (BAND 1), Tele-
scopic loft 21/-. External
S/D 30/-.

I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array 25/-. 5
Element. 35/-. Wall
mounting. 3 Element, 35/-.
5 Element. 46/-.

COMBINED B.B.C./T.T.V.
Loft 1+3. 41/3; 1+6, 48/9.
Wal! mounting 1+3, 56/3:
1+5, 63/9- Chimney 1+3,
63/9; 1 + 5. 71/3.

F.M. (BAM) ». Loft S/D. 12/6. "H".
30/-. 3 Element, 52/6. External Units
available, Co-ax, cable 8ri. yd. Co-ax.
plugs, 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplexur
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send 8(1. stamps for illustrated
lists.

K.V.A, ELECTRONICS (o«P t. p.t.)

3b, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.
CRO. 2527

FIRST-CLASS MDI0
AND t/V COURSES,/.

GET A CERTIFICATE !

After brief, intensely interesting study
'—undertaken ac home in your spare
time-—YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how"

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first race postal courses for
Radio Amateurs* Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio'T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication, it may welt

prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED I88S—OVER
mmm__ 150,000 SUCCESSES.

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst, of Engineering)

(Dept. 4*2), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.CJ

June, 1964

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL, KXOWLKK HIIX

utVEHSeaiOE, yorks.
Telephone: Cieckheaton 28(56

TV Sets Hin. Tested good Tubes 50/-.
1 carriage 10/-. Only want cleaning. Weil
packed but only sent at owner's risk.

ITin. Py-e "Continental" Model tested,
i grood tube. £5. Carriage 10/-.

> Reclaimed tabes. Six months' guarantee.
14in. CBM 131-2. M\V 36/24-44, AW 3b/21;

1 also 121n. Milliard. 17/-. Carriage 7/6.
I ITin. tnbe<. CRM 171-172. MW 43-
30/-. Carriage 7/0.

AKMV SKT Tl VF. HI. Complete sets 32/-.
Less Transmit L>:r valves 807. Less valves
tor spares, but with 500 mic-amp. meter,

l

12/6. Used, but have no dry rot, all untested.
Carr, B.H.S. on any set 10/-.

|

I*. !W. Speakers, Guaranteed ex T.V. si is.
!
6in. round. 6 x 4ln. Rola and Plessev. Philips
5in. round, all at 3/- each. Post 2/-. 6 for
20/-, post paid. Goodmans 7 x 4in„ 5/-,
post 2J-. Sin. round. 6/-, post 21-.

Valves Removed from T.V. seta. Tested
on a Mullard Valve Tester and are 100%
as new. Three months' unconditional
guarantee, POST FREE.

43-64-tsfi.

ECL80 21- 20D1 3/-
ECC82 3/- 20L1 5/-
EY51 2/6 20P3 51-
EBP80 4/6 20F4 8/6
EBal 9d. 20P1 5/-
EF91 9ii. UB01 8/6
6P1 1/- C2B1 5/-
6P14 5/- C232 5/-
6F15 5/- U329 5/-
6LD20 5/- KT3S 5/-
10C2 5/- PL81 5/-
10F1 1/- PL82 5/-
10P13 5/- PL83 5/-
10P14 5/- PL33 41-

PL38 8/-
PY80 5/-
PY81 4/-
FY82 5/-
PCF80 4/K
PCC84 4/tt

B36 4/-

N37 5/-

6U4 5/-

6F25 3/6
61T25 hi-
6P23 nt-
P280 51-

KF80 1/6, or 10/- per doz. Grade II EFB0
lor test purposes* 4/- per doz.

New Valves Ex Lnlts. POST FREE.
SK7 ye, doz. IS/-. 6K8 2/6. doz. 22/-.
6V6 2/6. doz. 22/-. B07 U.S.A. 6/-. PP3/25U
(PX4> 5/-. AC2PEX (PENA4) 2/6. 5U4 3/-.
6V6GT 4/6. EF91 1/9, EL Sll/9. dTG SI-.
5Z4 5/3. 5Y3 4/6. 6X5 4/6. EF50 1/-. 6/- doz.
ARF12 1/8. 6 for 5/6. box of SO 19/-. KT66 St-.
ARTP2 Si-. AHT4 2/-. AFP37 21-. AR8 2/-.
fT4 2/-. 954 new boxed 1/3.
18 Channel T.V, Sets, 141n, untested 30/-.
Carr, 10/-. 171::, sots untested, 50/-. Carr.
10/-. Well packed,. sent at owner's risk,
Xew ftegunnrd Slim Line 9fl

;
' Tubes,

(Seconds) small pin head mark on glass.
Per feci picture u .herwlse. Fully guaranteed
39/-- Carriage and ins. BR. 3. 7/6.

TV Tubes. Completely Rebuilt and Refaced
12 months guarantee. Sizes up to 17in,
Special trade price 01 75/-. Carr. and Ins.
17/t>.

Personal Ear Phone, 2/11. Post Free

PLEASE MENTION
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE

STAINLESS STEEL

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE

3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET&CO. LTD.
HOWIE STREET, S.W.I I

BATtersea 7872

Branches ac Liverpool. Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow.

No Quantity too small
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LAWSON BRITAIN'S CATHODE RAY
TUBE SPECIALISTS

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER

ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
'OOT 'MICRO FINE* ALUMINISED

7S -

OUR PRODUCTS

LIGHT
OUTPUT

SO •

as
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT

OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

LAWSON TUBES are the Products

of the Commonwealth's largest cathode

ray tube manufacturers. All tubes

are designed to give very much

improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high

resolution electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor, etc

(suitable for 625 or 405) give crisp, needle sharp definition and

focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much improved

brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" controlled

thickness aiuminising gives 50% more light output. Silicon

vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

Each tube is 100^ BRAND NEW (glass excepted), and

guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.

OUR SERVICE

C.O.D.

12" .

14" .

15-17
19-21

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

or C.W.O Carr.

£4.10.0

£5. 5.0

£5.15.0

£7.10.0

and Int. 7'6.

_ , Refundable
10/- if Old cube

* returned,
l'J MONTHS' FULL RE-
PLACEMENT GUAR-
ANTEE AND FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS VV ITU
EVERY TUBE.

THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to

give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all

types of CR Ts in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you

require by return, it matters not ifyou live at No. 10, the Outer

Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or

IjOOO our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers

ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

LAWSON TUBES 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern 2100

YOUR CAREER <"

TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified

man iu every field of Klectroniea today—both in the

U.K. anil throughout the world. We offer the finest

home study training for all subjects iu radio, television,

etc., especially lor the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. [Tech-

nicians' Certificates!; the Grad. Brit. I.K.E. F.xam.; too

RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the

R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in

Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-

mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor

Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam, successes. We arc the only privately

run British home study college specialising in electronic

subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without

any obligation.

To; BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2

RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Pfeose send FREE BROCHURE »:

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please
6.64

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

HBO L.O.T.!

90'-
55'-

Available (or

SS'-
626

ahu
Biuh

Pam
Pita

55'-
Donor B.O.D.

67'6
S4'6
5S'-

Deeea

Q. E.G.

K.B.

RftKeutn.

So ball

Dim
S7'6 Inricta MorphT

TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER &
RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

U.H.F./625 Complete kits. Tuner, I.F. and T.B. Panels, fittings,

circuit, £12.12.0. Tuners. I.F. Panels Irom £6.6.0, P. & P. 3'6.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular typ*x

available brand new. exact replacements, fully guaranteed, A
selection which can be supplied.

PHILIPS 1768 to I7TG100 etc.; STELLA
8617 to 1007. etc.

EKCO 221 to 331 etc. (U25 types)

FERRANT1 T1O0I to TI0I I etc. (U2S types)

EKCO FERRANTI (U26 types)

FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 67 '6 306, 303
PHILCO 1000. 1010 etc. MARCONI
VTIS7 etc.

PYE V4, V7. Vf4, VTI7, CTMI7 etc.

HMV 1840 to 1854 60'- 1865 to 1869

1870. 1890, etc

Postage and Packing (or above L.O.T's 3'6. C.O.D. 2'6 extra,

ir Also available for all sets if
SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscilla-

tor trans., width/linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans.,

control knobs, dual vol. controls, etc.

TUNERS. Fireball, incremental, turrets, channel coils 10, 16,

38 Mc's. Replacement service available.

C.R.T's—Rebuilt with new guns by long established Nat. Co.
Guaranteed 12 months.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I4in. £4761 London
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in. £4 10 Coders

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR 21in £6 10 | Only

TAPE RECORDER CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads,

pulleys, motors, styli, etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Eloetro-

lytics, Drive Cord. Silicon rectifiers, etc,

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available Includ-

ing tuner units, loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.

Tour enquiries invited, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.D,

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

HIL. 9 1 IB (SPE 4032 EVNG.) CALLERS, S89b HIGH RD„

N, FINCH LEY, (near Granville Road) N.12. OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
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NOTICES

THE KING TELEBOOSTER

AND

THE KING FM-BOOSTER

ARE NOW BEING HANDLED
EXCLUSIVELY BY Transistor

Devices Limited, NEW ROAD,
BRIXHAM, DEVON. To whom
all orders and enquiries

should be directed.

TEL. BRIXHAM 3525

We sincerely regret the delay

in the supply of these items but

every effort is being made to

clear outstanding orders.

RAIL*: 4/- per line op part
tliert-or. a%i<r-aK'0 live words to line,minimum J line.,. tto\ \o, 1/- i-xlrn
Advi-rlUrmcitt must bf prepaid
ami ndtli-fs^cd lo Advcri isemem
Manager, -Practical Television-,
Lovn-r- House, SuiitJiaiiiiitoji St.,
London, W.r.ll.

SETS & COMPONENTS

" HEATH KITS " can now be seen In
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. EttRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD.. 120 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood, SE27, QlPsy Hill 6166.

TUBES. Rescreaned, rcaluminicedt

70° 90° 110° £4.15.0, carriage I2'6. Also
BRAND NEW £5.15.61 All famous makes.
Years g'tee, jus: regunned tubes NOT sold!

NEW BOXED VALVES! 12 months'
guarantee.

BY 100. EY5I, EY86, ECL80, PY800 ... V-
Efae, EFI83-4, PCCB4. PCF80, DK96 ... 7'*

PLSI, U.25, PY32, U.I9I, PCL62, 30CI... 9'-

FREE lists—valves/tubes/transformers.

Return of post service.

P. BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,

New Bar net, Herts. BAR 1934 (Any time)

GUARANTEED REPLACEMENT line
output transformers. Emerson all
models 50/-, Ekco 507-, Ferguson 60-.
Pye S2/6, p. and p. 3/6. over £5 post
free. Trade supplied. Three day re-
wind service, e.a.e. ior enquiries. All
L.O.F.T."s in stock. All tvpes of wave
winding carried out. WHITWORTH
T.V. SERVICE. 32a All Saints Road,
London, W.li. Tel: PARK 9972.

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES
TJ.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & HI aerials.
U.H.F, transistorised boosters. I.T.V,
boosters. Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets. Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appli-
ances. Quotations witSiout obligation.
Co-aXlal cable, fluorescent Ifgnt fittings,
all at special prices w the trade and Hoiiie
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE
BROADFTELD, NORTH WHAXHAIX,
nr. Chippenham, Wilts, Tel. Marshfield 236

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

EKCO—FERRANTI L.O.T.s

U25 Type

PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit above

Ifif- each. Post Free.

Quantity Prices: 6 at £4; 12 at £7 5s.

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
Church St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

BUILD YOUR OWN Slimline TV.
Well known manufacturer's surplus
stock. 19in. Chassis with v.h.f.
£4/15/-. 28, Rushmere Road, Bos-
combe, Bournemouth. 45279.

THE PRACTICAL TELEVISION
625 UHF AERIAL

Poge 264, March issue, [96*

ALL the bits and pieces available,

precision produced. If you know one
end of a screwdriver from the other
you can produce a professional aerial

at low cost. Send us a S.A.E, for list.

AERIAL SUPPLY
1 65 BEOLEY ROAD, REDDITCH

Worcestershire.

THE FINEST and cheapest mail-order
service in Britain now supplies every-
thing Electronic/Electrical. S.A.E.
brings details ol genuine bargain
offers, HANDLEY, 112 Baysham St.,
Hereford.

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
44 MARKET STREET, BACUP, LAXCS.

Telephone 465

SPEAKERS. Ex T.V. In good working
order, all sizes. 3 ohm, 6 x 4in., 7 x 4in., 6in.
round. Sin. round, 7/8 rach. P.P. 2/3.

Sound Output transformers, 3/6, P.P. 1/-,

Turret tuners, most makes available, 8/-,
post 2/-.

As available, query first. 13 channel tuners
complete with sound and vision strip,
on one chassis size, 6Jin. wide, 3iin. high,
14in. front to rear. 33Mc/s I.F., less valves,
otherwise working, 30/-, post 3/-.

SALVAGE VALVES
All Tested before despatch

EF80 1/6 PCFS0 4/-
(

20L1 5/-
ECLS0 8/- FCC84 4/-

, 10F1 2/8
ECC82 3/- PL81 6/- 6F14 5/-
ECC83 3/- FY81 3/6 6F15 5/-
EF91 2/6 30F4 71- 10P13 5/fl
30F5 7/6 I 20P4 6/6 ' 10P14 51-

Many more types available, s.a.e.

Most types of transformers available at
bargain prices, state set model number
witii enquiries.

Terms C.W.O.

Single valves 6d. post, 6 or more post free.

ALL GOODS SOLD SUBJECT TO SATIS-
FACTION OB MONEY REFUNDED.

mm TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21 £5. 2.6
AW36-80 £5. 7.6
AW43-80, 88 £6. 7 6
AW43-89 £6J2.6
AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AW53-80 £7.12.6
AW53-88 £7,17.6
CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0
CI7BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6
C17LM, PM, SM £6.12.6
C2I HM, SM, TM £7.17.6
CMEI402 £5. 7.6
CMEI702, 1703 £6.12.6
CMEI705 £7. 7.0
CME2I0I . . £8. 7.6
CRK93 £4. 2,6
CRMI24 J. £4,12.6
CRNI4I, 2,3,4 £S. 7.6
CRMI52, 153 £5.17.6
CRMI7I.2.3 £6. 7.6
CRM2II,2I2 £7.17.6
MW6-2 £6.17.6
MW22-I6 £4. 2.6
MW3I-I6, 74 £4. 2.6
MW36-24, 44 £5. 2.6
MW4I-I £6.12.6
MW43-64, 69 £6. 7,6
MW43-80 £6. 7.6
MWS3-20 £7.12.6
MW53-80 £7.12.6
T9GIA £6.12.6
I4KP4A, I4IK £5. 2.6
I7IK, I72K, I73K £6. 7.6
6901A £6.12.6
720IA, 7203A £5. 2.6
7204A £5. 5.0
740IA £6. 7.6
7405A £6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months,

CARRIAGE 7'6, via B.R.S. or
I2'6 via passenger train.

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage)

balance £1 per month.

Midland Stockists

:

—
Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRMI4I, 2 67 f6. Others S7'6
I7in. CRMI7I, MW43-69, 43-64
75'-. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON S.W.II. BAT 6859
South of the Bridge, Open Sau.

- until 4 p.m.
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS

UHf OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

SCAN (OIIS, ETC

LABORATORY TESTED

ALBA: T«tt, T304, T3SW, T4M, T1H4. etc..

.

18/8
BUSH: TV11A, VLB, 12A. I2B. TV012A,

J'JH. TKOl'JA. 12B 44/-
') VQSS, rV3B, TV33 TVGS4, TVG34A,

XY36 TVGSiJ TV3 :0- TVG36C,
TV48 88/6
TV63, TVStl. TV57 TV5S, TVo-2 TV63.

TViI7. etc. 94/-
TV80 frith EYfll 109/-

COS80R: 930 and T931. S33-4-5. 037. !>3SA..

hi. J F, 93H »ud A and F . . . . .

,

01/8
M8T, 040-9*0, 949. U40B .. .. 88/0
904 K. M47. 049 88/8

DECCA: Di7 and (J 88/6
UM1. DH2C. DM3 UV'JC .. .. 74/-
liM."., 1>.YII4. 1JM17. 444. BS» ,. .. 74/-

DEF1ANT: T1U463. TK170S 58/6
DYNATRON:
EKCO- TyBS, TOnOS. T8105. T911B.

TRC124. TD1S8. TblM. TB1B3 . . .. 64/-
TBC139. TC140. T141 TV143 .. .. 78/8
Tim TCHJ8. T184, T186, etc 78/fl

Tcaoe. Tvaos. nm, tan. T2m-\
T948, T203. TSB4. TUSH, et„-. . . .

.

68/fi

FEHOUSON: 103T, 10ST 113T, 13fiT 14BT 66/8
W1T-SSST Inclusive 68/6
991T-907T Inclusive 68/8
30UT. 306T 84/-

PEEEANTI: I4TS, 14T3F, 13TA ,. „ 47/8
17K3and 9, 17T3 U)d F .. .. 17/8
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F . . ,

.

47/fl

17T4 and F .

.

47/8
14T6, najifi, 17K.- 47/6

G.E.C. : llTl-J.U BTiaS'i BT1746, BTT74a.
BT4741 88/8
BT4643. BTB147, BT5S46—18.. .. 18/6
BT&343-BT5B4SR incliulve . . .

,

48/6
and BS/6

HJS.V.: 1S')4 and 1 to 1S31 Inclusive .. U6/6
IH40. 1841 1S4-J-1S46 06/6
AH loodeal avi.iiatr.i-,

IinncTA: T11S T119, Tiao 54/-
4il i.rhur models available.

K.B.: LFT60. LVT60, LTTOO MVuTl .. 106/6
All models available.

MAP-CONI: AIJ models available.

MASTERADIO: Most modei in aw**.
McMICHAEL: Most models In stock.
MURPHY; VUOrt. V«08C 66/-

VU40. V3B0 94/8
PETO SCOTT, PH1LCO : M »: model! ui stoch.
FAM: IMS. Ml), 902 95a, 0S8 .. .. 54/-
PHIL1PS: 17MU.9M88 104/-

I l 'I IV, 120(1 v 74/-
122a U. 1930V. 1SS8V 74/-
114UF, 1J4UM, HSU 74-
14STU 14401 74/-
Mcit mode it. In stock.

PILOT: Most iiukIc-Is in (.tuck.

PYE: CT1I4, FV4C. FV4COI 64/-
\i VT4, V7. vt; 54/-
LVSO. FV1 FV1C 88/0

'. irrsu7F. own 88/e
• m >-<:. < u I TCP. CW17F. etc. .. 68/6
Most model* in stock.

KAYJBOND: Moil mode]* In stock.

BEQENTONE: All oiodcla available.

R.G.D.: G017T. 7017. CS4, vtc 5S/6
Mnut mudelA in atoek.

SOBELL:TSIT, T34fi .. ., .. 64/-
Mo^t modclif iii etock.

STELLA: STOTait] 104/-
8TS017U. ST8021U 104/-
8X39171) 104/-
MT'L414U, BTG417V 74/-
8TS3140 74/-

OLTRA: 86 tarioa. 180 pcrtea, wftb VIS. eUu,
complete . . . , . . , . .

,

78/C
Most mode la in stock,

V1DOB: CN4217 CN4231 incliurlv^ .. .. 64/-

Fttl and J>aeMaif 3/6. C.W.O. Only

Also: Used O.F. Tu.. Scan (Ml-. eU-.

ALL OUAEANTEED SO DAYS

(Alt mquir it* ts^A.K.i

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

ST. ALBANS RO., BAR NET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

TELEVISION TUBES
BY RETURN SERVICE

... £4.14.0I2in. & I4in.

SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON

A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

TESTER

I Sin.

I9in.

21 in.

16In. I7in. £4.19.6

£7.10.0

£6.19.6

12 months' guarantee with every

tube, all sizes in stock, send for full

lists. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Carriage and insurance, 1 2 '6

DIAMOND (MAIL ORDER)
PRODUCTS

(Dept. P.T.), MBC DIA,

LONDON, W.C.I.

UHF-62S. All your requirements,
complete conversion ki; comprising
tuner. 625 Ut. panel, time bast? panel,
flltinge circuit etc. £12,12/.. OHP
tuners Jrom £9:6'-, UHP aerial
£1'15,-. DHV/VHF aerial £2'S.'-.

Past &, Packing 3/6. MANOR
SUPPLIES, 64 adders Manor Drive,
London. N.W.ll. HTT, 9: 18 <SPE 4032
Eveningl. Capers: 589B High Road
(near Granville Road J Nortn Pmch-
ley. Jjondon, N.12.

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.

Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers

o—Maker'* Correct Parts;

b—Cheaper Replacement Part

Ekco T22I . 23
1

, 3 1 1 , 284, TC208. T3 10. T33

1

T327, TU209, T248, TC267 and Ferranti
T 100 1 -5, b—S2'4; a—42'6. I4T3-6, 38'6.

Murphv V240/250, 62'6; V270/280. 79'6,

Pye V4/7, UT4;7 and Pam S06-S3. 52 '4.

H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805-5902, only 62 '6. Bush
TVS3, b—49<t; o—79'6; TV24C, TV80 etc..

b—79'6: a—89'*. Philips I768U 92'6;

MI4-S. 1437-46. 89'6.

Masteradio T9I7. TE7T. T409-I2 etc.. 75'-.

Alba T30I. 304, 394, 484, 494, 49'6.

Cossor 930-8, 58'6; Ferg. «2-8, 62'6;

Baird P20I4.7. 21 147. S9'6.

L.O.P.Tjs. FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied. USED trans., often available,

ask (or quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T22I , T23I , etc. Pye VT4-7, both SO'-.

Used 14m. ex-Rental 13 Ch. sew: Pye/
Ferg. So bell, 10'- each. MIN Lots of 20.

Lots of 6 (or £5. (Callers only).

1 10 Con. Kit, 125'-; 625 LOP 90'-.

Please state clearly whether Maker's correct
part (a) or cheaper replacement part lb)

required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
available. 15'- each.
Free (nsuronce ond Quantity discounu
Co/Jers Welcome. Open alt day Saturday:
Terms: C.W.O. Or C.O.O. Pos< A Pack 4h

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED

Post Orders to:

8 CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD
ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT

Tel. Orpington 30566
Ce/fers to:

112 CAMBERWELL ROAD, S.E.5

Alter business hours. Phone: RODney 7917
lAucophone)

bs-29
Dl
1)63
D77
DAF91
IU)4
DD41
I)DIA
DFfll
111177
DK9J
EA«I
KB34
EB41
i,in-::i

EEC -
4

1

EC( :m

BCC89
BCXS0
EF3<i
EF-.il

El^l
1.TSSC
KTfll
KTK41
L<;:s

S308
BJ99
N330
.%",!':!!

K379
P4t
pet
PCC84
PCP88
VCL82
PCIJ»3
PFJJJ5
PEN 46
PLSt
PLSt
PLSi
PLS3
PLK4
PV31
PVS1
PX::<>

Sl'4i

BP48
BFH1
CSl
ran
trsat
CF42
VP4

7.m
K719
4TPB
i-.Al.:.

fiAMll

OBH'7

to

6F1-J
8F13
6J3
6J7
hh
CP28
M.-:-;

SDH
10F1
lt'l'l:i

ior 1

4

13BH7
90P1
2l.Pt

tett
eop.*.

X .
:

101 '1

S0C15
30L1
30FL1
S0FL1S
9S
43

m
V-
J't-

tfe
*/-

a i

I i

H-
^,

: -

6-
Lflj

I 8

USm
4/-

m
:-

-!;-

'1,'-

Q»mw
L/8M
I

N

tit:
41-
*./-

H.
u.m
2 1'l

::-

S.'-

4/-

B.
E/e
..:;

4 -

il-

B-
4;-

fi-

B-
.;..

I j

ill
:>:ti

tit
4/-

B.
4/-m
;/-m
Br*

its

lira

an
fi'6

it-
uc
4 -

u%m
tn
B/im
i n
in
Ah
!.'-

Bjl
U.
e-

4...

•;,-

BiS
i:-

i;-
5/-
-:.<-

ii.

2;«
£,-6

-*/t)

l:XAMPLK<9
FULL LAlALOtilTE 9d.

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal . . . . 5/- .dor.

Nova! fid, i >
li

RESISTORS

Card at JW Realntons, 7'.' iralves

covering complete 10% rang*.

£4/- per card.

Full range of separate Kedsuim
Y'ondennorM, etc

VARIABLE COKDENSERS
'•Tr'i\i( eoucentric '.rimmeni S'- doa.

LLC 0RTS {SALVAOEUj
t-PKClAl. U1FKK

iaaa.4LKO.7MHI .. 10/- ea.

1'urnonal Ukfltn imly

H5 .Mice, Jl H/cs, 10 M/ra LSCRE-
il ENTAL OX Ti: RRET TL_V MK.-J

!.K.-r VALVES. EX-KECLiV t-U:"-

12/8.

Wi .tap often ripply for the
..•ma! set toti vaut the toner to

It. Bnt cannot aaraiit.ee what
ohatinela are titled.

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Booat Traju.nrmera,
-\. 4V, i:v. Hiv. i;<v.

Htate which required . . 12/6 ea,

Heavi Duty Cnt put Trans-
((iriiiens. ratios from 13:1
to 43 : 1 86/- ea.

.Miniature Output Tiaiis. . . St) ea.

Baattdard Output train-

(oruienj, J! Jltl-matoli . . 10/- ea.

Tiauaiatar Driver: 1-1 (TT 10/- ea.

XU-1 CT 1S/0 f.a.

Transistor Output : t.fi-1 CT 10/-«a.

fl.U-1 CT 10/- ea.

Microphone Traiutarmera,
I . . 36/> ea.

LF, TRANSFORMERS
siaiiJaril 4«fl kc/» .. UB/8 per pair

MUset 4(15 kc'H , , 18/- por pair

ADTO TRANSFORMERS

aSOW 67/«ea.
ItlOW 87/8 ea.

0HW SO/- ra,

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
F15DEK

Enjibletr iaults to Ik located

lutckly, Corifilate oi a l»-n-

t ituialtlor, tnultl-vlhriitnr la u Uus.

(.ompletc with battery. SS/e

CRTSTALS
GENUINE MULLARD. EoMd.

OA70
t!A79

V-!
OAU 31-

OA8S 37-
oabi an

TRANSISTORS

OC31 « 48;-
iii IS 487-
rxse
OC44
OUI6
OCTO

ss/-
11/-
10/-

0/6
e/e

OG7-J
(X.'75

OC7(i
Ut."71

OOBI
OCX!
OC170

a/-

s/-
»/-
8/-

18/-
17/eoon

TERMS: C.W.O. or QyQA
Order under O, P. A P- Vt,

Open till 11 p.m. most Aaya.

3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Maxted Ro.id, S.E.IS NEW X 7152
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SETS & COMPONENTS
(continuedJ

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..
largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers.
Frame Output transformers. Deflector
Coils for moet makes. Official so'.e
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms. C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotas.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
6166, 126 Hamilton Road, West,
Norwood, SE27.

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 7-5a Godwin Street.
Bradford 1.

1.000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working, 10 /« not. Callers only
9 till 6, including Sate. 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepney. London,

HAMMER FINISH PAINT
A really beautiful effect easily applied
by brush. Air dries in 20 minutes.
10&% fuel, water and weather proof.
2£oz. tins in blue, green, pewter or
brick red 3/6, 1 pint 15/-, all post
\ free, Retailers and trade supplied.
I F1SXIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS.

5, Stanley Square, Sialybridge,
Cheshire.

EKCO/FERRANT] L.O.T. Shrouds,
sample 14/-; 3 for 30'- C.W.O. Send
for fuU lists to DIAMOND (Mail
Order j Products, Dept P.T. BMC/DIA.

i London, W.C.I.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS—CONTACT COOLED
14E^.13S'2 (i'ClOi) tvpe '250 v., 'iSO mA; 1S/B
12KA1283 CFC31] tvpi- 25tl v., 300 mA 17/8;
SOO mA l*/6; EC1, IS/-; FC118, J/8.

RECTIFIERS—FtN TYPES
Equlvs. for BM4 13/8; KM5 17/6; 14A0SB 18/8;
14A80 16(6; l4Mf 19.'-; I4A1G0 22/8; 14AS43
80/-; LW7 17/6; LW'15 SO/-; KE0 20/-.

T.Y. Silicon 7/8 j -with Instro. resl, cond, 9/-.

tttTLTIMETEKS from 39/6.
Stamped envelope for fall latest selection tad
lntTgiin ulters.

Under £1 P. & F. 6d., over £1 Post Free.

NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
ITS Dnrbam Raid, Bradford S, Yotkuliire

WANTED
WANTED: Service Sheets and
Manuals. No quantity too large,
highest prices paid. SULTAN RADIO,
29 Church Road, Tunb.-idee Wells.
K-ent.

NEW VALVES WANTED . . . EY51.
EY36, PL81, FCC84, FCF80. PCL82,
FOL83. PYS1, R19, 30P19, U25, etc.
Beat cash pri-oes toy return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Road. Brad-
ford 8, Yorks.

I

'

A PROMPT CASH OFFER lor your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors,. R.H.S.. Bever:ey House.
Mannvjlle Terrace, Bradford 7.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONVERT ANV TV SET into an
oscilloscope. Instructions and dia-
grams 12/6, REDMOND, 53 Bruns-
wicJt Road, Hove 2, suseex.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN
MINUTES from the great book The
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing.
10/6 all book houses and radio whole-
salers. II not in stock from Dept. C
Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road, Caver-
sham, Reading, Berks.

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS. Radio and TV
4.'- each. List 2/-, All orders dis-
patched on day received. Also
Manuals for sale and hire. S.A.E.
please. SULTAN RADIO. 29 Church
Road, Tunhridge Wells, Kent,

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television—
1925-1964. Prices from I'-.

Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I '6.

All types of modern and obsolete valves.

Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists/enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

SERVICE SHEETS (30,000) 8/- each
with S.A.E. DARWiN, 19 George St.,
St. Helens, Lancashire.

SEND 6/- and description of fault
for a service sheet and free diagno-
ses. S.A.E, to HANDLEY, Bastion
Mews, Hereford.

SERVICE SHEETS
4'- each, plus postage.

We have the largest supply of Ser-

vice Sheets for all makes and types

of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-
ders, etc. in the country, and can
supply by return of post.

To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the at-

tached coupon:
from

:

Name:

Address:

To; S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Please supply. Service Sheets for the

following:

Make:
Model No.: Radio/TV

Make;
Model No.: Radio/TV

Make:
Model No.: Radio/TV

1 also require list of Service Sheets

at 1/6.

I also require list of Manuals at \f-

(please delete items not applicable).

I enclose remittance of.

MAIL ORDERS ONLY

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV. 5.000
models. LL>; l ., s.A.E. inquiries;
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk.. Preston.

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV
Radio and Ta.pe Recorders etc. List
1,6 plus S.A.E, Sun Electrical
Services, 38 St. Georges Road,
Hastings, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valwee for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION. lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road. London W6. Tei:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd, Station.

EDUCATIONAL
THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS :n Radio sz Electronics
(LP.R.E.i Ltd., Membership Con-
ditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 21- post free.
Dept. C Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road,
Cavereham, Reading, Berks.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO & TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home studv Schcm!.
Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.; City and
Guilds AmaLfur's Licence; R.T.E.B.;
P.M.G. Cert., etc.. FREE BROCHURE
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street. Reading.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU ARE a Self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 2b r

i and
receive free technical InformaUan.
send s.a.e for details to BOX No, 36.

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested
24-HOUR SERVICE

1R5, 1S5, 1T4. 3S4. 3V4, DAF91, DFS1,
DK91. DLB2. DI,H4. SKT OF 4, 14/-.
DAF96, DF96. DK96, DL96. SET of 4, 22/-.

OA2 3/9 DL92 4/3 PCL82 6/3
1D5 4/9 DL94 5/- PCL33 7/9
1H5 3/9 HL96 5/6 FCL84 7/-

IS5 3/3 1391 1/11 PL36 7/9
1T4 2/3 t:BC41 b/3 PL81 6/6
334 4/3 F.BF80 5/3 PL82 . 5/-
3V4
.Y30t Hi :«& Kg K3/3

PL33 5/-

5/3
5Z4G 6/9 FCC82 4/8 PV33 8/8
6K7G 1/3 KCC83 1/6 PY33 8/6

6Q7G 4/3 ECCSB 6/- FV81 5/-
6U7G 6/6 tcraO 5/9 PV8g 4/9
6V6G 3/6 |cF82 5/9 VYtB 5/8

fsS^X, At F.CH42 7/3 U35 8/-

T3?I?^ lil EGH81 5/3 "U26 9/6

kWlr a a ECL82 6/3 U301 15/-

w^rRt rj EF41 6/6 UABC80 5/-

0574GT 2(i BF8° »8 V£%i2 6i?
WaI ill EF86 5/9 UBC41 6/-

rf^B S/S EF89 4/3 UBF80 5/6

nAC")2 5it EFsn 8'» UCOS5 6/-

nAwtl In. -^^^ "- UCH42 6/9
nAwaa iii EL84 4/6 UCH81 5/9

ni?T3 7fi EV51 5/6 UCL82 7/3
riFql an BV8e 5/- UCL83 7/9

DF96 5/6 ffg> |/9
" UP41 6/3

DH77 3/6 S$S? | 8 Uf8? 5/|
DK32 7/6 i,j/j81 3 ' 3 UL*1 6/6
DK91 3/9 BtOM 3/9 UL84 5/9
DK92 6/9 Fi3C84 5/3 UU8 10/6
DK96 6/- PCC89 7/8 UY21 7/3
DL33 8/9 PCF80 5/3 UY41 4/3
DL35 6/- PCf«2 6/- UY85, 4/9

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d, extra

Any C.O.D, Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON N.I6
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REBUI TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE-VIEW!

•'*•*»••»•«••«•»»•••»«»••«
^ Each tube is rebuilt with a completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

-^f Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

j^ Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

•^ Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

12in. £4.10.0

I4in. £4.15.0

I5in. ... £5. 0.0

I7in. ... £5. 0.0

I9in. ... ... £5.10.0

2fin. £7. 0.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cosh on delivery

—Discount for Trade

—

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 1 56-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modem
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division

—

the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
die benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS— NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, vou cannot afford
to miss reading thii famous book. If vou are
earning lew than jC=S a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. S E / 20 ) , 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT ?

Mechanical tat..
Electrical Eni .,

Civil Engineering.
Radio Engineering,
Automotive Eng,.

Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng,.
Building. Plaatfet,

DrmghttmanihfD,
Televiiicn, etc,

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR KAME

!

A.H.I, Meeh.E,
A.M.I.C.E.

A.K.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I. H.I.

A.I.O.B.

B.Sc.

A.M.Brlt.l.R.E.

City 6, Cuilde
Ben. Cert. o( Education

Etc., ate.

EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theore-
tic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V.. Electronici, Etc.,

A.M.Sm.l.R.E. City 4 Guild*
Radio Amateurs' Exam.

ftTE.fi. Certificate

P.M.G. Certificate

Practical Radio
Radio ft Television Servicing

Practical Electronic!

Electronics Engineering
Automation

INCLUDING
TOOLS'

The specialist Elec-
tronics Division el
B.i.i- r
KOVP offers you a
real faboratory train-
ing at home toith

practical equipment
Askfor detail *

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW r
Please send me your FREE 156-page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME „ „.„

ADDRESS _..„

SUBJECT OR EXAM CSE/20>,
THAT INTERESTS ME

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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REBUILT AND RESCBEENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting gloss

FOR QUALITY. RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S

LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT

CATHODE RAY TUBES

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
I 3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.I 5.

Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477 483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER, 10.

Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 XDDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5

Tel: Rodney 7550 7559

ALL TYPES KEEN PRICES

12 MONTHS" GUARANTEE

CuttrissVM-
Westminster House
Frederick Street

Birmingham
Telephone: Central 3221/2/3

Lawsons Ltd.

36 Cornhill
Bun St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Id : Bury St. Edmunds 3304

.1. H. Sunderland
1 1 Clements Street

Rochdale, Lanes.
Tel : Rochdale 48484

\\ Izard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Radiovision (New Forest) Ltd.

The Croft
Burlev, Hants.
Tel: Burlev 2128

M. & G. Trade Services

23 Boscombe Grove Road
Bournemouth. Hants.
Tel: Bournemouth 37184

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Taylors
1 62 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel : Portsmouth 35000

Millards Southern Rentals

3 High Street

Aldershoi, Hants.
Tel : Atdershot 20408

Luckctts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street

Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.

12a College Square North
Belfast 1

Tel: Belfast 33340

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street

Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

PROMPT DELIVERY

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Fvlde Television Services

460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

R. Watson
Leathern Bottel

Wavenden, Woburn Sands. Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

J. Wildbore Ltd.

6/12 Peter Street

Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.

Mill Street

Sutton Cotdheld
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 1192/3

G. ML Carlow Ltd.

3 Hurst Green Road
Bentley Heath. Solihull

Tel: Knowle 2742

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.

Oundle Road
Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169


